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Write In Andrew Silverstein
For SBA At Large Representative
The Student Ethics Committee Presents
The Spring Ethics Week Agenda
All events take place in the Oppenheimer Counroom
Refreshments will be served
April 9-13
Monday, 8:30 p.m. to 10:00
ABORTION DEBATE
Panel moderated by Professor Phebe Haugen
• Connie Peipich, Planned Parenthood
Paulette Joyer and Jackie Schweitz, Minnesota Citizens Concerned for Life
• Gloria Totten, Abortion Rights CoWJSel
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m. to 10:00
ETHICS IN LEADERSHIP
'
George Shapiro, University of Minnesota.
- Recipient of Distinguished Teaching Awards and Bush Award for study and
teaching of Ethical Leadership and Followership in Minnesota, Central and
South America, Asia, & Europe
Thursday, 10:30 a.m. to Noon
PRO BONO: SHOULD IT BE A LAW SCHOOL REQUIREMENT?
Panel moderated by Professor Paul Marino:
• Nancy Kleeman, Minnesota Bar Association
• Sally Scoggin, Briggs & Morgan
• Teresa Hughes, Minnesota Justice Foundation
• Janie Mayeron, Chairperson, Civil Litigation-MBA
• Jim Bailey, Fredrickson & Byron
• Jeremy Lane, Executive Director, Legal .Aid Sociegi..of Minn(J!poljs .._ " - -7:30 to 9:00
LESBIAN AND GAY RELATIONSHIPS, PARENTING,
AND OTHER TIMELY LEGAL ISSUES
Paula Ettelbrick, New York attorney, Legal Director of LAMBDA, and Executive
Vice-President of the National Lawyers Guild
Introduction by Ann Viitala, Gay & Lesbian Commuity Action CoWJSel
Sponsored by The Lesbian & Gay Law Student Association and the National Lawyers Guild Student Caucus
9:00 p.m. to 10:30
THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN PUBLIC POLICY
The Honorable Mvren S. Greenberg of Hennepin County Disttict Court
Sponsored by ~ Jew:ish'Law Sociecy of William Mitchell College qf Law
- Kosher for Passover refreshments will be provided
If you have any questions, call Edie Michalski, Chairperson, The Student Ethics Committee,
448-7750.

What Is AILSA?
by Forrest Stanford
AILSA, BLSA, SALSA, just ·how do you
know who's who anymore? I cannot speak for
the other student groups on campus, but I
would like to tell the students who are interested :iust what MLSA is all about.
American Indian Law Student Association
(AILSA) is a national organization made up
primarily of Indian law students; however, the
membership at William Mitchell welcomes
anyone that is interested in attending our
meetings, whether you are Indian or not.
In Minnesota there are three chapters of
AILSA, one chapter at each law school in the
Twin Cities. There are ten active members at
the University of Minnesota, one at Hamline
University, and eight at William Mitchell.
Our main goal is to promote Indian culture
and offer support to our members while attending law school. While working toward
these goals, it is also our intention to enhance
the awareness and sensitivity of non-lndjan
students, faculty, and attorneys in our community to Native American issues.
The cultural gap that Native Americans experience while attending law school is immense. The competition for grades and jobs
runs against the traditional values of Indian

society. The study of legal subjects such as
property (where the Native American has no
ownership concept in their culture, since the
land is considered sacred) runs contrary to the
legal view of ownership and possession.
Because these and other problems exist for
most Native Americans, AILSA is there to
provide support for the law school experience
and to work towards increasing the enrollment of Native American students in law
school.
Since very few Native Americans attend
college, let alone law school, it becomes important for those of us currently enrolled in
law school to be role models for the young
people living on the reservation and in our
cities.
Most of us upon graduation will seek employment on the reservation with our tribe, or
will try to connect with one of the Indian Service agencies that needs legal help with its affairs. This enables us to be active role models
in our community, and helps encourage other
Native Americans to go to college and possibly attend law school.
To meet these goals, AILSA needs the support of our school in helping to increase the
number of Native American students current-

(Continued on page 5)

Professors Schaumann and Erlinder rocked the Delta Theta Phi Talent Show on
March 31 -Highlights on page 11.

~~-~ective:Teaching to .Scholarship:
Study Provides Strong Correlation
Exists in the WMCC Faculty
. By Professor Neil Hamilton
In October of 1989, the Trustees Committee on the Mission· Statement, one of the sev-

eral cemmittees of the College's Board of
Trustees, raised issues concerning the effectiveness of faculty teaching and the value of
faculty· scholarship. The issues came before
the Committee after several professors reported to the Board on a confidential basis, that
there is a dichotomy on the faculty between
those members of the faculty interested in
scholarship and those interested in effective
teaching. According to one member of the
Board, several faculty members told the
Board that some professors focus on scholarship and do not like teaching. At the December 5 meeting of the Board of Trustees, another Board member reported that several
facµlty members further believed that there is
a dichotomy between research and teaching
how to try a lawsuit, and that "it's got to be
one or the other."
The truth of these claims can be tested by
comparing the quantity of traditional scholarship produced by tenured full-time faclilty
with their teaching performance as evaluated
by students. Traditional scholarship is defmed
in terms of the number of pages of books or
articles published o~ accepted for publication
in th~ period of spring 1985 through fall
1989. The data used was obtained from a l!5t
of faculty publications that is compiled for
each faculty member by the College for submission to the American Assdciation of Law
Schools. No judgment is made concerning the
quality of books or articles. For purpose of
testing the assertion that there is a dichotomy
between scholarship and effective teaching,
total published pages indicate which faculty
members are undertaking traditional scholarship.
Summaries of WMCL student evaluations
for the two and one-half year period (spring
semester 1987 through spring semester 1989)
provide a basis for comparing teacher performance of the twenty-four full-time faculty
who were tenured before fall semester 1989.

Summaries of the teaching evaluations are
made available to the Student Bar Association and are the data base used in this analysis. The comparison focuses on "teacher overall" from the evaluation form since the
literature indicates that global items are rated
most reliably by students. Although there is a
general tendency for elective courses and
smaller classes to be rated slightly higher
than required larger classes, this study does
not break out these data separately. Teacher
characteristics such as academic rank, teach• ing load and gender have ncit been significantly and consistently related to ratings by
students.The scoring system for student evaluations at the College uses a 1-5 scale where
"l" indicates great dissatisfaction and "5" indicates great satisfaction. The average score
for each professor on "teacher overall" for all
evaluations in this two and one-half year period ranges from 2.79 to 4.51, with an average
for all tenured full-time professors of 3.83
and a standard deviation of .35.
Analysis of the literature on evaluation of
teaching indicates strong support for the reliability and validity of student ratings of teaching effectiveness. Student learning, particularly if inferred from an objective, reliable and
valid test, is the most widely accepted criterion of effective teaching. Studies of multiple
sections of the same undergraduate course
taught by different teachers where student
learning is measured by common examination sho.w a reasonably high positive correlation between the overall rating students give
the instructor and. the average achievement
for the students within each section. Students
do a reasonably good, albeit imperfect, job of
distinguishing among teachers on the basis of
how much the students have learned.
The validity of student evaluations as an
indicator of teaching effectiveness is buttressed by the fact that students' evaluatiori of
teaching shows significant agreement with instructor self-evaluation of the same course at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Systematic observation by and evaluation of

(Continued on Page 3)
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And for good reasons ...

7. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set of MBR/BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
-most current set when you take the
review course.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and .includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
Charles H. Whitebread, David
Epstein, arid John Nowak.

2. Comprehensive Outlines Every area tested on the bar exam is
covered tompletely, in a concise and
understandable format.

8. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped pre5eJ1.tations to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all students.

3. - Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.
4. Mini-Review Program - The
three ·day Mini-Review program is
held at the end of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement. 5. Day or Evening Classes - During our summer course you have
the option of attending live evening
or videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

9. $25.00 Discount on the

Professional Responsibility Review
Course ~ All-MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when
signing up for our Professional ·
Respo~sibi]Jty Review Course.
10. Minneapolis Based Office Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.
6. Excellent Facilities and
Convenient Location - The 1990
MBR/BRI course will again be held
at the College of St. Thomas,
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for
the past 17 years.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review /BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

For more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Laura Ferguson
-N ina Goldetsky
Matt Hanzel

Susan Prohofsky
Tony Schertler
Linda Stinson ·

Minnesota
Bar Review/BR I,. Inc.

MBR/BRI ... the leader in bar review.

WMCL Should Adopt
Mandatory Pro Bono
by Tony Schertler
Nearly thirty years ago, Jolm F. Kennedy
called on us for a commitment: "And so, my
fellow Americans: ask not what your co\Dltty
can do for you - ask what you can do for
your counny." Many ofus were too young to
actually remember Kennedy's inaugural address, however, I am sure we are all familiar
with this quote. Those of us who actually remember the day these words were spoken to
them may be stunned to realize how much
time has passed, and may wonder what became of the spirit c:if community service these
words inspired. That spirit has never left some
of us as individuals but as a society we have
lost touch with it
There is a movement to rejuvenate a spirit
of community service. in the legal profession
and some law schools are taking the initiative.
I refer to the establishment of mandatory pro
bono programs in four law schools: Tulane
University, Horida State University, University of Pennsylvania and Valapariso University
and the proposals for instituting similar programs in other law schools most notably here
at William Mitchell College of Law.
A task force of faculty and students are
studying the possibility of mandating pro
bono work for all William Mitchell students.
A detailed proposal to accomplish this will
very likely be submitted to the William
Mitchell community in the fall of 1990. There
are many issues to address in order for a proposal to succeed. Some of the issues are merely technical and can be overcome by a thoroughly drafted document that anticipates
potential pitfalls; other issues will involve
policy disputes and will require developing a
dialogue between students, faculty and the admiriistration in order to reach a consensus. To
begin a dialogue on the policy issues, here are
two things I believe a proposal should include.
A pro bono program should be mandatory.
Law schools already have course requirements that are deemed necessary in order to

practice law and since the rules of professional responsibility request that lawyers engage
in some pro bono activity, why not have law
schools also train students how to provide
these services? Few, if any future employers
in the private sector will encourage, much
less train lawyers to assist the poor. Those
lawyers who can offer time may be intimidated into inaction by an unfamiliarity with pro
bono work. Public service organizations may
be unable to justify the time and expense of
orientating enthusiastic lawyers to do a limited amolDlt of pro bono work. Furthermore,
making pro bono work mandatory provides a
constant pool of students to respond to our
community needs.
The purpose of a pro bono program needs
to be twofold: 1) to fill the need for free legal
service; and 2) to familiarize students with
pro bono work. These twe pmposes need not
be eonflictin,g as l ong as we consistently pµ,vide good legal services to those who need it
If the program properly trains the students
before putting them into the field, we can
avoid the ethical dilemma of using the needy
as a training grounds for law students. The
proposal :needs to be flexible enough to avoid
placing students in situations they are lDlable
to handle or which they find objectionable.
However, a philosophical objection to pro
bono work is not a legitimate objection. Perhaps a student who philosophically objects to
pro bono work should not be in the legal profession. After all, in the medical profession,
doctors are sworn to the Hippocratic oath and
should no more ignore a person in need of
immediate medical attention than a lawyer
should ignore a poor person in need of legal
representation.
Since the program should be mandatory, I
see no problem with including as a purpose
the benefits students and the profession will
receive by patticipating in it On this point I
think an analogy is appropriate. In the early
60's my father, Leon Schertler, helped estab-

(Continued on page 7)

Schaumann-"Up Close"

Name (ftrst, middle last): Niels Benedict
Schamnann
Position withe WMCL (classes taught):
SEC Regs, Bus. Orgs.
Work outside WMCL: Not at present
Civic Organizations, etc.: Just moved -here
Birthday: September 3, 1957
Birthplace: Bay Shore, N.Y.
Current Home (city): Minneapolis
Family:
Spouse's name and occupation: Julie; dietitian, clinical instructor, U of M
·
Children (Names, ages, occupation/student,
at what schools): Karl. 3
Schooling: SUNY at Plattsburgh, B.A.; Forham University School of Law, J.D.
First job: Building boats (1973)
Goals in life: Keep learning; avoid burn-out
Personal heros: Lawrence W. Pierce, U.S.
Circuit Judge (2nd Circuit)
1Wor'king on: Right now, just developing as a
teacher.
Every New Year's I resolve to: Relax!
I _want to teach my children: Follow your instincts!

A really great evening for me is: Enjoying
good music (live or recorded)
The one thing I can't stand Is: Selfrighteousness
People who knew me in high school
thought I was: An widerachiever
I'd give anything to meet: Steven Jobs, Mikhail Gorbachev
Nobody would believe It if they saw me: 15
years ago, in my musician days The best times of my life: College
Favorite childhood memory: Smnrn.er afternoons at home, with the smell of cut grass
and the sounds of my neighborhood
My most humbling experience: Auditioning
for RCA Records
I've never been able to: Squeeze enough
hours out of the day to get done what I want
to
If I'm learning one thing it is: That being a
father takes patience
Book(s) I've been recommending lately:
"Shikasta" by Doris Lessing
Favorite composers: Clannad; The Bothy
Band
Idea of paradise: Fishing (on a good day)

Effective Teaching and Scholarship _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Announcement

Continued from page 1
teaching by trained external observers also is
positively correlated with both students' evaluation of'teaching and student achievement
In contrast, ratings by colleagues based on
classroom visitation are not significantly correlated with student ratings, self-evaluations,
ratings of trained external observers, or student achievement Peer evaluations are also
not reliable since they do not provide consistent ~easurement These fmdings indicate
that the use of peer evaluations of university
teaching for personnel decisions is lDlwarranted.
Furthermore, sl;udent evaluations from a
student body like ours at the College should
correlate even more highly than the norm
with what is learned. One reason is that Willimn Mitchell students are substantially older,
more mature, and more experienced than the

lDldergraduates surveyed in many of the studies of student evaluation of university teaching. For example; approximately eighty percent of William Mitchell students clerk before
graduation. William Mitchell students also
have a number of adjunct professors who are
practicing lawyers with whom to compare
full-time teachers.
The data from the student .evaluations of
the tenured full-time faculty and'the quantity
of scholarship of each faculty member show
that the claims of a dichotomy between faculty who focus on traditional scholarship and
those who focus on teaching, or a dichotomy
between research and the teaching of practical
lawyering are false. While the variation in the
effectiveness of teaching as measured by students is influenced by many factors other than
variation in the quantity of traditional scholar-

Table 1.

Average number of pages of traditional scholarship for
each full-time tenured faculty member in the period
1985-1989*
398

400
350
300

250
200

150
100
50

62

Full-time tenured faculty rated in bottom onethird of teachers by students in the period
1987-89.**

Full-time tenured faculty rated in top one-third
of teachers by students
in the period
1987-89.**

• Because of long lead times on signifi.C8Jll scliolady projects, pobfu:atioo occurs irregularly; a period of
five years is sufficicruyloog to coropensaie for this irregularity.

•• Summaries of teaching evaluations were only available for the period spring semester, 1987, through
spring semester, 1989.

ship, the data, nevertheless, show a highly statistical significant correlation. The coefficient
of correlation is .67. (The hypotheses that
there is no correlation was rejected using a
one percent significance level.)
The data indicate that seven out of the eight
full-time tenured faculty rated by students in
the top one-third as. teachers rank in the top
one-half of the faculty in terms of quantity of
traditional scholarship. Six of the eight fulltime tenured faculty rated by students in the
bottom one-third as teachers rank in the bottom one-half of the faculty in terms of traditional scholarship. Of the top one-half of the
tenured, full-time faculty in terms of quantity
of traditional scholarship, nine of the twelve
are rated by students in the top one-half as
teachers. Of the bottom one-half of the fulltime tenured faculty in terms of quantity of
traditional scholarship, nine out of twelve are
ranked by students in the bottom one-half as
teachers.
Table 1 below compares the average quantity of traditional scholarship of the full-time
tenured faculty rated in the top third as teachers to the average quantity of traditional
scholarship of the full-time tenured faculty
rated in the bottom third as teachers. The 'table indicates that in the period of 1985-89
each full-time faculty member rated in the top
one-third of teachers by students produced 6.4
times more traditional scholarship than each
full-time tenured faculty member rated in the
bottom one-third of teachers.
The data presented here clearly discredit
the claim that some of our faculty emphasize
schoHlrship and not teaching, If we assume
that William Mitchell students bring to the
rating of their instructors some sense of the
knowledge and skills needed in the practice of
law, the data also indicate that there is not dichotomy between scholarship and the effective teaching of relevant lawyering skills and
knowledge. Those faculty who produce tradi~
tional scholarship are also teaching effective
lawyering skills and knowledge as evaluated
by students. The dichotomy argument also
denigrates the enormous amount of faculty
time and energy devoted in the past several
years to experimentation in and research-concerning the teaching oflawyering skills.

Lecture - Thursday, April 12 at 9:00 p.m.
in the Oppenheimer Courtroom. The Honorable Myron S. Greenberg of Hennepin County
District Court will speak on the topic "The
Role of Religion in Public Policy."
This lecture is part of the Spring Ethics
Week Series and is sponsored by the Jewish
Law Society of William Mitchell College of
Law. Kosher Passover refreshments will be
provided.

Announcement
The Greater Minneapolis Section of the
National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW)
will hold its Spring General Membership
Meeting and Installation Dinner on Thursday,
April 19, 1990, at the Marriot Minnetonka.
The time is 6:00-9:00 p.m.
"A Salute to NCJW Volunteers" will feature guest speaker and social activist, Nancy
Amidei. Currently Ms. Amidei is a writer,
serving as Washington Correspondent for
Commonwealth Magazine, and columnist for
several national publications.
, The cost for this event is $20.00 per person. Your check is your reservation. Send
your check to the NCJW office; NCJW 5217
Wayzata Blvd. Suite 124, Minneapolis, Minn.
55416. R.S.V .P. by April 12. Spouses and
guests are welcome.

Ethics Committee
Election
At the April meeting of the Ethics Committee, elections will be held for the offices of
President, Vice President, Secretary and
Treasurer. Any and all interested students are
encouraged to attend. There are no membership requirements. The mission of the Student
Ethics Committee is the integration of ethics
into the curriculum at William Mitchell College of Law. Past participation is not necessary to be an officer. Interested students are
encouraged to inform the Ethics Committee
of their intent to seek office by leaving a note
in the Ethics Committee mailbox. A description of the duties each officer has will be provided upon request Please check the Docket
for the time and place of the April meeting.

For Your Peak Performance
Overcoming the Gottas

Larson

by Robert J. Kriegel, Ph.D.
Editors note: Robert J. Kriegel,
Ph.D. - best selling author, former
All-American athlete, and mental
coach for Olympic and world class
athletes - lectures and consults with
major corporations worldwide on
peak per/ormance, leadership. and
strategies for dealing with change.
Kriegel recently took_ part in a national tour of college campuses
sponsored by the makers of Nuprin
Pain Reliever.
To remind you how to be a peak
performance thinker, Kriegel and
the makers of Nuprin have developed a "pocket coach,, of tips for
combating pressure and pain. For a
free copy of the Nuprin Pain Relief
Guide, write to Nuprin, P.O. Box
14160, Baltimore, MD 21268.·
The alarm sounds. "6 a.m. I've
really gotta hustle. I've gotta finish
that outline, talk to Professor Jones,
stop by the lab, read 100 pages for
my noon psych class and be at work
at 3 p.m."
Today's college campuses are
pressure cookers. In fact, the Nuprin
Pain Report, the first national study
on pain in America, documented
that more people 18-24 suffer from
stress and pain than any adult age
group.
. As I've toured the country visiting
college campuses, students tell me
the most common causes of their
eat too fast. You can't concentrate
or think clearly. You make careless
mistakes, blank out on exams and
forget things you already know.
Everything seems like a life or death
proposition.
I was talking to a junior at U-C
Berkeley who had a bad case of the
gottas about a forthcoming exam.
"I gotta get an A," he said. I asked
what would happen if he didn't.
"If I don't get an A, I won't keep
up my 4.0 average. Then I'll never
get into a really good graduate
school, and then I won't get a top
job, and then I'll never make a lot of
money ... "
By the end of his discourse, ,not
getting an A on this test was akin to
his life being ruined.
When he stopped and thought
about what he'd just said - that if
he didn't ace this test his life would
be down the tubes - he started
laughing, "I must be crazy."
He was not crazy, just not thinking clearly or realistically. Many of
us get that way under pressure. This
type of desperation thinking makes
us overreact and causes panic.-The

Eric
Douglas

stress are: too much to do, too little
time; exams; money; relationships;
interviews; family and career choices.
So, get rid of stress. Right? Wrong.
Stress is neither good nor bad.
How you handle it can be. Leaming
to make stress work for you ca:n help
you concentrate better and think
more clearly under pressure, have
more energy, be more creative and
make college more enjoyable.
But many of us handle stress
poorly.
Some people panic and work too
fast under stress. Others procrastinate. Neither response is productive
and both are caused by what I call
"sabotage thinking" - common r~actions to stressful situations that
work against rather than for you.
Two common types of sabotage
thinking are: "the gottas" and "the
can'ts."
Let's look at the gottas and
methods to overcome them.
The .gottas -usually -8CWI' when
you think you have too much to do
and too little time to do it: "I gotta
study for two exams ... I gotta read
two chapters ... I gotta call financial
aid about my loan ... I gotta get a
date for Friday night ... ''
The gottas make everything seem
harder than it really is. You get into
the panic zone, rushing to get it all
done. You walk too fast, talk too
fast, think too fast, write too fast,
cure is to shift from irrational to rational thinking. Do a reality check.
When you get the gottas take a deep
-breath, -exbale-slewly-aud-a<ik -yoorself, "What is the worst thing that
could possibly happen?" and "How
likely is that to happen?"
This type of reality thinking puts
the gottas in perspective. Sure, not
getting an A W<>tild be·a drag, but it
wouldn't be the end of the world nor
would it land this A student in the
ranks of the homeless.
Looking at past wins helps, too.
After all, he already had a 4.0 average, and had done well on difficult
exams before. Reminding himself of
his past success on similar exams
helped him relax and restored his
confidence.
Gaining control of your thinking
will help to turn desperation reactions into peak performance actions.
Learning this early in life will be in:..
valuable in the future, because no
matter what you do or where you do
it, there's always going to be th4tgs
you gotta do.

By Eric Douglas Larson
DELTATHETAPIHTALENTSHOW
The Delta Theta Phi talent shqw was held
on Saturday evening, March 31, at 6:30 p.m.
and was a tremendous success. The amount
raised for the child care center is still to be detennined. but chances are that this year was
the most profitable. Thanks are due to all the
perfonners, Professor Paul Marino, Delta
Theta Phi and special thanks should be given
to Karl Gr-een for the tremendous effort he
gave in arranging, coordinating, and bringing
to completion one of the few fun events at
William Mitchell that is not law related and is
for a good cause.

DEAN HOGG'S CONTRACT RENEWAL
I do not do my best writing at 12:30 a.m.,
but the deadline for my article is this morning
so 1 have little choice but to write this article
out. Regardless, the topic I will be addressing
is not as last minute of a production as the
typing up of this article. I have been pondering Dean Hogg's perfonnance almost from
the very day I entered the sacred halls of WillliiiiMili:hell on up to the present Almost inescapably, I ,am sure we all have. This last
Thursday, March 29, at 5:30 to be exact I had
the opportunity to share with three trustees
my views. To the one simple question:
''Should Dean Hogg's contract be renewed?"
I answered, "No." My reasons, briefly put in
our 15 minute meeting, were as follows.
By virtue of his position and, most importantly, by his overt actions, Dean Hogg appears to be the primary reason for an atmosphere of fear and anxiety at WMCL. An equal
concern is that he seems to foster it in others
as well. Dean Hogg appears 1) to fear of faction, and 2) to fear of empowerment. These
"fears" are evidenced by many instances.

HAINES SUIT
Dean Hogg's handling of the Haines suit
evidences all of the above "fears." He still has
not to date made a full disclosure of why this
institution had to go through such a trying and
ugly process. Infonnation empowers people.
He unilaterally frred Professor Haines a few
days into the first SURµIler session before the
detenuring process had been completed. So
milch for the power of a supposedly fair process and of those involved..irt this process.
Many sn.tdents. suc'b. as _myself, felt iilinfonned to evaluate the vali9ity of the
Haines suit. I had decided th.at I may never be
in a position to know all the facts in order to
personally make an evaluation. Yet there
were things I wanted to know, such as where
were we in this suit; what were our strategies,
plans, goals, and objectives; how did the
school evaluate Haines' own strategies, plans,
goals and objectives; how long did the school
or our counsel feel this could last in the best
and worst case scenario(s) and why; how
much money were we spending on this litigation and how was it being spent; and what
other legal recourse(s) did the school and
Haines have at any point in the litigation?
l just noticed that I began this list of quest:ions using the subject "we," but eventually
shifted to "school." The reason is obvious in
that, as I started through this list of questions and many others, I remembered the nonresponsiveness by the administration, mainly
Dean Hogg, as these questions and others
were put to him. It became clear that "we"
were not in this together. This was Dean
Hogg's concern and "we" had no business in
it At least this is the message I received.
Dean Hogg's handy excuse for not answering the questions was that in pending litigation it was not prudent to disclose infonnation
or discuss the suit in public and, in addition,
much of the information was confidential.
There are many problems with this message.
First, was the manner of his presentation ve:ry
confrontational - to students? Second, not
everything in litigation is confidential. Third,
what is confidential, can by agreement be
made public. Given the William Mitchell
community's request for answers, I would
have tho~gh that such an attempt would have
been made. I understand that the judge in the
case has ordered confidentiality. First, I ':V<>nder if this judge did this unilaterally or was
motioned by one of the parties and, second,
why have we not motioned'for this order to be
removed and enter into some kind of agreement with Professor Haines to disclose as

much as possible? Or is it we really do have
something to hide? Having heard of no salutary ·measures on Dean Hogg's or our
school's side to foster disclosure, I can only
belieye that there is something being hidden
which we students would not like and would
have every
not to like being "reasonable people."

reason

PROFESSOR MARY DEAN
The sto:ry is simple. The faculty committee
agreed to something along the Jines of extending her contract for one more year. For
the first time in the histo:ry of our school the
Dean, Dean Hogg, ignored the sage advise of
the faculty, and did not renew her contract.
How secure does any faculty member feel
now; especially non-tenured? How would you
feel if you were a professor at this institution?
If you had a chance to go somewhere else
would you? I predict that if Dean Hogg's contract is renewed that is exactly what will happen; an unusually high exodus of professors
from this school. Who suffers from all of this,
the Dean or the students?
Again, I ask why are we doing this? Again,
there are no answers. Given that the Minnesota Human Rights Depar-tment is in a position
to gamer more information out of this recalcitrant administration and Dean than I, and then
find "probable cause" for her claim of discrimination, I have to assmne that the Dean's
motives are highly suspecL I definitely believe his timing and methods with regards to
Professor Dean pass beyond the line of un-

wise.

.

Here there are definite signs of ·silencing
others, not informing the community, and the
taking of.power even when traditionally others have held voice and power in area in
question?

DOCKET
At a law school, we are blessed with faculty who love to debate and do so publicly.
Given the discipline of law I would expect no
less. Nor do L in entering this field, feel so intimidated and afraid that I shy away or discourage such activity. However, when the faculty began publishing their opimons in the
Docket for all to consider and discuss, Dean
Hogg ·appears to have felt threatened and prohibited future use of the Docket for the communication of opinion. He.did nothing to provide an alternative medium for opinion. Are
we not in a democratic so~iely ruled by the
first amendment? Wait a minute, are we not a
law school, supposedly the training ground
for those to go out and uphold and foster
these constitutional principles? Maybe I am
wrong.
.
Or maybe infonnati:on empowers and Dean
Hogg is frightened of being questioned or
holding power in a partnership?

DISCRIMINATION POLICY
As you may or may not know, the school
has been working on a new discrimination
policy for near, if not more than a year. At the
request of Professor Stine, the Board authorized the hiring of outside counsel to help formulate a new policy for this school. This is
good news. However, under the new proposal, all discrimination complaints will be
lodged with and handled by the administration. Without going into a detailed discussion
(my next article) on the pros and cons of this
proposal, I submit to you that this is consistent with Dean Hogg's approach to have control over everything at the exclusion of all
other factions. Query how the complaintants
in the Peters suit would have felt about initiating a discrimination complaint with the
ve:ry department that the ·defendant in the
complaint works in?

CONCLUSION
The list of examples and the analysis could
be ongoing and seemingly never ending. In
isolation, they probably do not make a real
strong case, but together I believe the conclusion is near inevitable. H not, I would like to
hear from Dean Hogg himself. However, I
feel confident that his actions will continue to
speak louder than words. In that case, give us
a Dean who is not afraid to hear from others,
debate others, work with others, infonn others, empower others, and is not intimidated
by others just because they hold views and
opinions contrary to his or hers.
It is now 2 a.m. in the morning. I will not
have lime to proofread this article so I hope
you will forgive me for whatever it lacks in
cohenmce. I leave you with this last thought
and that is that the Dean does not and should
not work alone. The Board of Trustees has by
actual or quiet acquiescence supported Dean
Hogg for these last five years. Personally, I
do not want to see five more years. I hope the
Board makes the same decision.

Loan Repayment Assistance
Program Proposed For Students
By Daniel F. Jambor
On Februl!I)' 28th a meeting was held by
students interested in working for public interest organizations upon graduation. Their purpose was to discuss a proposed Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP).
As indicated by its name, LRAP is a way of
assisting those law students dedicated to
working for the public benefit with handling
their enormous school debt
Estimates are that the average WMCL student will incur $31,000 total debt with student
loans. The University of Minnesota and Hamline University students will incur $18,625
and $28,800 respectively. Hamline's debt is
just for law school, the others include undergraduate.
There is obviously a great need for a program such as this one. Many other states already have similar programs in place.
A perfect example of the need for .this program occurred in my work~ HEAF. I collect
defaulted student loans. An attorney in a
southern state has been employed by a public
interest grciup for 3 years. She currently earns
$23,000 per year. She was unable to make
payments to her original lender and defaulted
five years ago.
She has been paying for five years to
HEAF and her balance has increased by over
$1,000.
This attorney was able to get an exception
to the general rule of payment in full upon default and make payments on her $16,000 balance. The amount of those payments is over
20% of her after-tax income. Not an easy situation to be placed into.
There is no financial reward in helping
ones neighbor these days. It takes more than
time. Ifyou're an attorney, it takes away the
greater salary you could earn in the private
sector.

Where our legal system has in the past been
able to rely on a person's conscience and personal desire to lead them to public interest
work, today the disparity in salaries is so tremendous between public and private employment that a lawyer would need a part-time job
just to meet student loan obligations.
Minnesota's LRAP will fill the gap created
by salary disparity. Corres-pondingly, it is
'hoped -it will provide a·greater incentive for

those who desire public interest work. Following is an abbreviated description of the
proposed LRAP program. For more information contact Tarry! Clark through the Opinion
mailbox in the communication center or contact MJF, the program's sponsor.
The program is plarmed on being available
to those students graduating in 1991 and after. To qualify a person must be working at
least 35 hours per week in a public interest
organization and generally, the loan must
have been based upon financial need. The
program will also cover undergraduate loans.
The exact formula has yet to be decided
but generally an applicant's "Adjusted Gross
Income" (AGI) must not exceed $25,000.
The amount of loan forgiveness per year is
based upon the AGI and a sliding scale. Generally, if an attorney's income is below
$15,000, LRAP contributes 100% towards
that year's payments. If an attorney makes
between $15,000 and $25,000 the participant
must pay $500 plus 15% of AGI over
$15,000.
The proposal offers leave of absence from
the program for many of the same circumstances CUirently existing in the Department
of Education's student loan program.
One of the greatest obstacles to a program
of this sort is the_financial start-up costs and
on-going costs. It is estimated that 10 applicants will qualify annually for assistance.
Yes, it is a small number and actually it is indicative of the problem which exists.
Based on ten applicants per year the program needs $125,000 for start-up and
$132,000 for on-going costs.
There. are several areas of fund-raising under consideration. The best situation would
be to build an endowment which could support the program at least partially. This along
with some other parts of the program are still
being fine tuned but overall, it has been well
thought out.
This is a much needed program. I encourage anyone interested in this program. whether as a participant or just as a supportive
member in the legal community, to aid MJF
in setting the LRAP into motion. When the
cost of education prevents that knowledge
from being used for the public benefit, something is seriously wrong.

Carmac and Company drew uproarious laughter at the Delta Theta Phi Talent Show.

William Mitchell College
of Law Bylaws
Article VIII - Powers and Duties of the
President and Dean of the College
The President and Dean of the College
shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the
College and the official adviser to and executive agent of the Board of Trustees and its
committees. The President and Dean shall
serve such term of office as determined by the
Board of Trustees at the time of the President
and Dean's appointment and may be removed according to the terms of that appointment He or she shall, as educational and administrative manager of the College, exercise
a general superintendence over all the affairs
of the institution, and bring such matters to
the ;mention of the Board as are appropriate
to keep the Board fully informed in meeting
its policy-making responsibilities. The President and Dean shall have power, on behalf of
the Trustees, to perform or delegate all acts
and execute or delegate execution of all documents to make effective the actions of the
Board or its committees. The President and
Dean shall be an ex officio member of all
committees of the Board without power to
vote. The President and Dean shall report and
be directly responsible to the Board of Trustees. · ·

Statement of the WMCL
Committee on
Discrimination and
Sexual Harassment
March 16, 1990
In light of the recent determination of the
Minnesota Depart:ni.ent of Human Rights that
probable cause exists to credit Mary Dean's
allegation that William Mitchell College of
Law ~tted an unfair discriminatory
practice, the William Mitchell Committee on
Discrimination and Sexual Harassment urges
responsible parties within the College to conciliate immediately, and in -good faith., with
Mary Dean. The ~ommittee also urges the
College to refrain from taking any action, inclµding the issuance of public statements, that
would convey a message that the College is
not interested in conciliating this matter of
public importance.

CLASSIFIED AD
1984 Bronco Il XLT. v6, 4x4, A.T., air,
am/fin cass, cruis control, tilt, new tires,
49,000 miles, $7,000.00.
Call after 5:00 p.m.
Julie4594649

Th·e-lmposition Of The 2.7 GPA For Legal Writing
by Eric Douglas Larson
The MacNeil/Lehr News Hour had as a
guest a physics professor from Temple
University to discuss how best to curb the
erosion of math and science learning in
today'~ public education system. He described how many students learn the
mechanics of multiplication and division but
do not comprehend the. true meaning of
numbers or such computations as they relate
to quantity, magnitude, or probabilities.
The physics professor explained that
computing probabilities often turns what
appears to be a more coincidepce into an
expected natural occurrence. For example,
if you randomly put 28 people in a group,
then 50% of the time 3 will have the same
birthdates. Those who unders.tand the
probability compi-ehend the naturalness of
such occurrences in everyday group encounters; but others, not understanding such
things;view such occurrences as coincidence
or even as supernatural. And, of course, one
in the know would recognize that in various
gatherings of IO, if 3 people repeatedly had
the same birthdate, then something artificial

AILSA

or some predetermined element was
imposed. In other words, the result would
not be normal to such a·· group size.
Interestiµgly, l found this professor's
remarks very descriptive of what I believe
is a flawed grading system for the first year
law students' (IL) legal writing classes.
William Mitchell College of Law (WMCL)
bas done the students and teachers a
disservice by commandin,8 legal writing
instructors to achieve a 2. 7 grade point
average (GPA.)
WMCL's legal writing program, unlike
that of many other law schools, is graded.
We have a graded legal writing program in
order to offer students the best and most
effective learning experience possible. The
benefits of a graded program are obvious:
I) 'students have to work on their class
materials for the grade so the grade provides
a goal to woi:k toward; 2) grading fuels the
natural competitive spirit of the students,
challenging them to do their best; 3) grades
allow the studen~ to gauge their improvement and to gain satisfaction in their
progress while also providing an incentive
to improve even more.

Because WMCL's legal writing classes
are, indeed, graded, the students should
unquestionably incur those benefits listed
above. Unfortunately, l feel that the
imposed 2.7 GPA does put into question
whether the students do benefit from the
legal writing program's grading system.
Although both the school and my legal
writing i"iistructor claim that the grades we
receive are reflective· of the overall grading
results in the school as a whole and although
l believe that the first semester grades
somewhat bear this out, one must keep in
mind that in our classes other than legal
writing, the grades are given to 70-90
students per class. As a result the 2.7 GPA,
I believe, is a natural result. The- problem
with· the 2.7 GPA imposed upon our legal
writing in~ructors is that the average
natural to a large group becomes artificial
in a smal one. The results of the imposed
2. 7 GP A is as artificial as the result of
finding 3 people with the same birthdates
in a group of \0.
Despite the fact that WMCL's legal
writing program is graded, the benefits that
can be garnered from a graded syste91 are

obliterated by the artificially imposed 2.7
GPA. A major source of frustration for me
and nearly every other l L l have spoken
with is that we do not feel as if we know
what the standard of "excellence" (which,
according to our student handbook, is what'
an" A" represents) is in this course. Through
conversations with several 2L students, I
have heard, for instance, that not one person
in the 1987-88 school year received an "A."
If this is true, I find it hard to believe that
out of approximately 350 students, not one
had enough experience and ability to merit
a uA.••
Furthermore, almost all the professors in
our other classes have communicated to us
what merits an "A." We then know what
we must do to achieve an "A" and why we
have fallen short (which occurs more often
than not for most of us), and wc learn by
the comparison of our efforts and results
as juxtaposed with the standard. In our legal
writing classes, however, we are given many
writing examples, but not once has anyone
said, "This example would merit an 'A."'

(Continued on page 7)
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ly recruited. William Mitchell should be informing Native Americans around the state
about the college, and not wait for· applications to be mailed in.
AILSA would like to play an active role in
the recruiting of more Native Americans.
Once these potential students have been identified, AILSA can contact them and inform
them of the benefits at William Mitchell and
encourage them to apply. When_ accepted,
AILSA can tell the students about our summer program that eases the student into the
law school experience.
I do not mean to imply that the school does
little to recruit Indian students. There are, afs
ter all, very few Native American students
who attend law school each year to begin
with.
What's needed is a more concentrated effort to inform the Indian students that law

school is within their reach. When these students enroll at William Mitchell, AILSA can
help close the cultural gap by sharing 9utlines, tutoring with legal writing, helping with
financial aid information, and develop their
analytical and oral skills. The students will
then be more comfortable with law school,
enabling them to participate in AILSA activities and conferences.
This year, thanks to the help of Dean Hogg
and Dean Brooks, along with the Student Bar
Association, and major financial support from
the Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association
and Richard Cabrera,~ several members of
AILSA will be able to attend the Fifteenth
Annual Federal Bar Association Indian Law
Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
This conference will bring together many
outstanding leaders in the field of Indian Law
for in-depth presentations on a broad range of

topics of extreme importance to the development of Indian Law. Many lawyers, law students, law professors, federal officials, and
tribal officials will be present and also serving
as speakers.
A highlight of this year's conference will
be a presentation by the new Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Eddie Brown.
The conference will also cover topics from
sovereign immunity and religious freedom to
the Supreme Court decisions handed down in
1989 and the direction for federal Indian law
in the future.
AILSA members are looking forward to attending the conference and will report back
our experiences to the student body through
the pages of the Opinion.
One other event that the members of AILSA want the students to be aware of is the annual pow wow.

This year, in conjunction with the University of Minnesota Indian Student Learning
Resource Center, the members of AILSA at
William Mitchell will co-sponsor the annual
-pow wow on May 19 and 20.
'The pow wow brings together everyone in
the community for a major cultural event.
There will be food booths offering traditional
Indian food, exhibits, and the popular dancers
with their colorful costumes, competing for
px:izes.
When more information becomes available, I will inform everyone through the Docket as to time and place. I know many of you
will be working in your summer jobs, but I
hope you find time to take part in this cultural
community event that will offer an insight
into the Indian community.

SBA-Who Cares?
The Shldent Bar Association should be abolished. With the upcoming election
on April 11th, I encourag~ the community to stay away from the ballot boxes. ff no
one casts a single vot.e for any of the candidates, then no one will be elected, and
we will have no SBA.
The community should not vo~ because the SBA is run poorly. 'The SBA only_
meets once a.month. The meetings are a joke. Often debate occurs on a subject and
30 minutes lat.er no one knows
they are talking about ff Roberts of Robert's
Rules of Order were to wibless
charade, he would certainly cringe. The problem with this is that nothing gets done at SBA meetings. It has become so bad that
many representatives don't even bother to show up. On one hand who could blame
them, but on the other they were elected and essentially committed. themselves to
be an SBA representative. By representative's not showing up, the process suffers;
ff the SBA wishes to shape-up their act they will meet once a week and learn how
to run a meeting.
This community should also not vot.e because the election process does not foster any real campaigning. To be a candidate, all one has to do is obtain a handful of
signatures and, boom, they are in the race. We should make the candidates stand
up and explain why they are running and explain what they hope to accomplish. A
candidate's forum in Hachey Commons is the best solution. By each candidate getting up before their potential constituents and introducing themselves, and then explaining their goals as a representative, the community can make a more informed
decision at the ballot box. As it is right now no one knows anything about these
candidate's qualifications.
Until the SBA makes some changes in their operations and the election process,
I strongly urge the community to boycott the elections and demand a restructuring.
Personally, I can't take another year of the status quo.

what

this

Talent Show Good For School
The annual Delta Theta Phi Talent Show, which took place on March 31st, was
a giant success. All the acts were great. Especially notable was the surprisingly
funny act comprised by Prof. Roger Haydock and Prof: Chris Knapp, and the·faculty band which featured Prof. Shaumann on drums and Prof. Erlinder as lead
guitarist The crowd was so enthusiastic about the band's performance that they
stomped, clapped and hollered for an encore. Also noteworthy was the awesome
display of Dean Brooks and his entourage clogging about the stage: But the most
enjoyable element of the entire evening was the sense of community and school
spirit the talent show fostered. ff the school ever needed a morale boost in light of
recent serious difficulties, the talent show was the answer. Kudos to all who participated by organizing, directing, performing and attending the talent show. It was a
nice time.

MMLA Lauded
We are current and former members of the
William Mitchell community. We are heartened by the determination of the Minnesota
Department of Hwnan Rights that probable
cause exists to credit Mary Dean's allegation
that the College committed an unfair discriminatory practice against her. We are heartened
because we have heard over and over that
there are no "real'.' problems of discrimination
at William Mitchell, and we are tired of all
the discussion on nonexistent problems.
After months of deliberation, the Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association decided that
"real" discrimination infected the detenuring
of Andrew Haines and rendered it procedmally deficient. And now, after extensive investigation, the Department of Hwrum. Rights has
decided that ''real" discrimination is the likely
explanation for the College's failme to renew
Mary Dean's contract.
We think the college can no longer credibly
deny the existence of "real" discrimination
within the environment. Acknowledging the
existence of racism. sexism and all other
"isms" within the culture generally, as the
College has done, is laudable. However, a
general acknowledgement that "isms" exist
and that diversity is desirable does not go far
enough. We at William Mitchell can best
prove our commibnent to a truly diverse enviromnent by acknowledging our specific failings of the past. By treating Professors Haines
and Dem abusiYe]y, the College.has seriously
called into question its ''real" commitment to
a diverse environment.
The determmations of the Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association and the Minnesota Department of Hwrum. Rights tell us that
some people outside the College who' study
the "isms" think we have "real" problems.
Students who object to having their tuition
dollars needlessly chmmeled towards litiga~
tion also think the College has a "real" problem. If William Mitchell can take this collective criticism with a healthy dose of hwnility,
then the College can begin to build a truly diverse environment capable of withstanding
both internal and external scrutiny.
Professor Chris Jones
Sue Nipe, 1st-year student
Sandy Glass-Sirany, 4th-year student
Sherry Graham, alumnus
Nancy Lee Nelson, alumnus
Angela Nwaneri. alumnus

Editor, R.M. Christensen

MMLA Chastised by "1 L

Letters To The Editor
Sue Nipe Applauded
The latest issue of The Opinion had a disturbing letter to the editor regarding 1st year
student, Sue Nipe. The writer gave a description of leadership qualities she sees as pertinent. As far as I'm concerned. saying "hi" to
someone is the easiest and most comfortable
thing I've had to do at this college and it does
not take leadership ability at all.
_ Being a leader means having the comage,
as a first year student, to stand up in class and
announce a willingness to serve as an SBA
representative, campaign for yourself, tell students what you are all about and how you will
serve as an elected representative to the Student Bar Association. Sue has done this. Being a leader means showing a commibnent
and willingness to follow through on responsibilities you assume. Sue has done this particularly on the budget-committee, the election committee and the minority affairs
committee. Being a leader means having the
courage to speak out on difficult issues without being ruled by fear of reprisal. Sue has
done this. She has demonstrated her leadership by her accountability to students in her
section. This is demonstrated by her soliciting
feedback to bring to the SBA meetings as
well as by giving reports to her section following these meetings.
Her section has been well served by her
:r;epresentation on the SBA board. Sue has
brought concerns to the legal writing department after students in her section brought
them to her. All of the above are true qualities
of a good leader and Sue Nipe has demonstrated those attributes consisten_tly. Perhaps
the writer who believes that common courtesy, respect, open-mindedness and cooperation
is best could have extended that kindness to
Sue.

I agree with Sue's assertion that WIL-

LIAM MITCHELL IS TRULY A DYSFUNCTIONAL INSTITU-TION. I have
been here four years and the first two years I
chose not to get involved believing that surely the administration, faculty or Board of
Trustees would take care of the problems that
plagu~ the College. Reality set in during the
beginning of my third year when I realized
• these three groups could not or would not
solve the problem. It was apparent that denial
and abuse of power was the normal response
to what was and is a serious institutional
problem. It is true that individually we can
combat "isms," through our personal responses and its equally true that if we are not part
of the solution, we are pan of the problem.
Sue's article highlighted the "isms" in this
college. Her article did not attack anyone personally and I know others who were heartened by it. The headline used in the letter to
the editor is particularly distwbing because it
personally attacks Sue. If you were offended,
perhaps that means you will tum your attention to help solve the problems at this college.
Although students individually may not license discriminatory behavior, silence in the
face of discrimination enables that behavior
to continue.
The Febnwy •edition of Trial Magazine is
devoted to the problems women face in the
legal profession and the difficulty breaking
into "the good old boys network." We need to
support, encourage and applaud the efforts of
strong women like Sue who are willing to
lead and make a difference. Personally, I
would like to thank Sue for her initiative;
,drive, comage and diligence.
Sandy Gl~s-Sirany
President, Smdent Bar Association

As a fustyear Jaw student, I take offense to
the biased and baSeless fmdings of the Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association (MMLA)
in regards to the present situation at William
Mitchell College of Law. After hearing all of
the allegations of racism at WMCL, I was
looking forward to reading the report put out
by the MMLA in order to finally get some objective facts regarding the Professor Haines
situation.
The MMLA handed out copies of the report in the commons (the exhibits were not attached). The first page of the report was a
copy of the MMLA's Press Release. The first
line read "Sexual and racial discrimination
problems persist at WMCL." It also twice
"recommends that minority faculty and sbldents not teach nor attend WMCL."
While reading the report I saw no evidence
of racial discrimination, which I have always
thought meant race based on color. The only
evidence that may support such a finding was
the fact that Professor Haines was paid less
than his peeIS. Although there could be many
explanations for this, MMLA concluded that
it was because - Professor Haines is black.
There were approximately 17 point headings
in the report. None of them dealt with racial
discrimination - they all referred to the detenuring .process. I talked with a member of
the MMLA who helped draft the report, and
he could not give me any evidence that
WMCL discriminated based on color. He reiterated what. was in the report and said that
WMCL may have violated Haines' due process in regards to detenuring.
I was also surprised when I read MMLA's
conclusion and recommendations. They urge
WMCL to: increase the representation of minorities on the Board of Trustees; hire a dean
from the minority community; increase the
nwnber of minorities to serve as administrative assistants and staff; increase the nwnber
of full-time minority faculty; and create additional minority scholarships.
I do not disagree with these recommendations; however, after reading the press release
saying that minorities are to boycott the college, I did not understand what position the
MMLA was taking. Should minorities boy
cott, or attend'! The MMLA seems to contradict itself. Perhaps this was just a publicity
stunt to get attention and pressme WMCL
into settlement
0

The faculty response to the MMLA report
states that Haines' own attorney assisted in
the drafting of the report and the suggested
boycott. There's a lesson in conflict of interest for first year students!
A boycott would serve the purpose of furthering the MMLA's supposed finding of discrimination by way of a self-fulfilling prophecy. H minorities boycott the school. the racial
problems which MMLA believes exist, will
only worsen.
I do not claim that WMCL is free of discrimination; however, I am·disappointed that
allegations are made by a neutral party that
lack sufficient proof. I feel offended that the
MMLA says I belong to a group which discriminates based on color. Without any solid
evidence, I must give WMCL the benefit of
the doubt unless proven otherwise. I hope
both students of the minority as well as all
other students do riot decide to avoid WMCL
because of the MMLA's Press Release and
Report.

Daniel J. Tiubanlt

Amnesty International
By Katie Fashant
Amnesty International (Al.), a relatively
young group at William Mitch~ll, is an apolitical organization trying to protect human •
rights.
· The group's goal at WMCL is to make law
students aw~ of the violations of hwnan
rights taking place around the world. As future attorneys, WMCL students are in a position of power to advance this cause. Lots of
opportunities to help are available from signing a letter in protest of such violations, to
helping write arnicus briefs advocating asylum.
Recent events at WMCL include a lettersigning table. A.Lhopes to be able to sponsor
such a table in Hachey Commons once a
month. In February, over 40 letters were
signed by law students protesting the disappearance of law students in El Salvador. The
letters are directed to govermnent officials requesting action.
On February 16, Al., along with the Ethics
Committee sponsored the film The Thin
Blue Line, a docu-drama about a man wrongly accused of murdering a police officer. On
March 14, Al., along with the International
Law Society sppnsored a lecblre. by Doug
Jolmson from the Center for Victims of Torture and Elana Manciu, a torture victim from
Romania.
Mr. Johnson explained the phases torture
victims go through. such as shame and repression. Ms. Manciu described how she made it
through the torture with .her strong will and
faith.
Amnesty's next meeting is March 28th at
5:30 p.m. The location of the meeting will be
announced in the Docket At this meeting we
will discuss bringing someone to WMCL
who witnessed recent happenings in El Salvador. We will also discuss future involvement
with asylum arnicus briefs.
We are hoping to do some of this work
over the summer and continue into the next
school year. Please come join us and help
make a difference.
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Ann Slander's, Guide To Professional Irresponsibility
with Helen Hearsay, of Counsel
Dear Ann Slander:
.
I am a law school student without a life.
(Actually, I guess that statement seems more
than a little redundanl) In any case, not only
do I not have a life, I haven't had a love life
in so long, I'm quite sure I have forgotten
how. Luckily I recognized the problem before
it was too late and have actually seen a·nonlawyer person of the opposite gender in a social setting. I fear for many of my colleagues
who don't even know that they have a problem. Could you give me some guidance in
your next column?

become social recluses entirely unable to relate to normal human beings, i.e. nonlawyers. The following check list will help
you identify to what. extent you have a problem. H more than three of the following statements is true of you then you should run
screaming away from this place and seek the
company of normal people.

You know you are a law geek when:

Signed, Desperaf.!!

•

Dear Desperate:

•

We miderstand your dilemma and sympathi7.e wholeheartedly. To help identify those
troublesome law geeks, we iresent our Spring
Dating Issue for those would-be lawyers who
are decidedly not in love - and what's worse
is that they don't even care!

SPRING DATING ISSUE
Gentle Reader:
It has ·come to our attention that many of
you have been holed up in the WMCL law librmy for so long that you have entirely lost
whatever social skills of which you were once
possessed. It has gotten so bad, that some of
you don't even seem to know that you have

•

•

your idea of an exciting evening is to make
microwave popcorn and watch reruns of
Peny Mason and Night Court on cable.
someone you once found attractive now
has a chilling effect on you.
you start prospecting for dates on your
weekends irt the WMCL librmy and suddenly wonder 1) if he/she is such a pri7.e,
what are they doing in the hbrmy anyway?
and 2) won't he/she 1hink you are a desperate loser to have to resort to this? (And
aren't you?)
someone of the opposite gender miraculously winks at you, and you tum around,
dumbfounded, to see who they were looking at.
you are beginning to find your professors
irresistibly attractive and you fantasize
about intimate, philosophical conversations
you will have in the firelight over a bottle

of wine concerning the pressing legal issues of our time.
• the frrst thing you look for in a person is
their wedding ring.
• the last thing you look for in a person is
their wedding ring.
you find yourself in a bar (good first step)
when person of the opposite gender persuasion buys you a beer and your frrst thought
is whether or not it is income to you in the
current tax year. (We'll never forgive J.B.
for that one.) Thankfully however, this
train of thought should lead you to thoughts
of the consumption model, and you can
now rationalize drinking the beer without
remorse over the income tax consequences.
• you become so infatuated with a prospective partner that you are willing to ignore
their philosophical allegiance with Justice
RelmquisL
We hope you hard core social misfits will
benefit from admitting you have a problem
and will seek out normal people to put perspective and romance back into your desperate little liv~!
...From our office in Scottsdale, Arimna
(just because Dave moved his, doesn't mean
we had to move ours) here are the Top Ten

Misunder-standings & Malapropisms for this week:
10. Vitiate - historical rl!ference to the eating h!lbits of the Vishy during WWII.
9. Habitant - a home for ants. Alternate
definition, the habitual behavior of ants.
8. Res judicata - race judicata, an annual
marathon for judges.
7. Habeas Corpus - from the Cliff Claven
school of legal terminology, it is shorthand for Haebusinium Corpusum, an
embarrassing skin rash which spreads
over the body (corpus) in hard to reach
places and :produces a lesion with the appearance of straw or hey (hae).
6. Sui Generis - pronounced sooo-eeee
generis, is a Minnesota pig call meaning
pig come home (to your genesis).
5. Covenant- a satanic cult of ants. 4. Subpoena-meaning belowpoena.
3. Obligee-obligor - Paul McCartney lyrics: obla gee obla gor life goes on, la-lala-la life goes on.
2. Uti frui - latin phrase for the much
loved ice cream flavor of course. (N.S.
this one's for you.)
1: Ejectment Action - ahem! you figure it
oul Our repressed Catholic upbringings
prohibit us from disclosing this definition.

Malaise at William Mitchell
By Victoria Sprague and
M. O'Sullivan Kane
There is a malaise at this college. One nearly as pervasive as that which plagued the Nixon administration. However, ours is in the
form of a communication breakdown between
the faculty, the administration and 'the students. To push the presidential analogy, we
students even have our own Alexander Haig
who has asserted her "control" by pushing her
own personal agenda on the college administration under the guise of "student body" representative.
The outgrowth of this malaise was the student vote in respect to Dean Hogg's performance which can only be characterized, in
gentile society, as a travesty. This is not a
commentary on the Dean's performance, we
lack the information on which to judge the situation. However, this is a commentary on that
lack of information. Like lemmings some of
us voted without really knowing the issues
and the result is that we committed a minor
form of intellectual suicide. But then, how
could we have been informed when the information received if from "someone who heard
someone else say ... " Furthermore, some of
the faculty is in the fracas, filtering the information through their own particularly skewed
prisms.
In a series of incidents, one professor sasheyed into the classroom, and in exaggerated
gestures and remarlcs urged us to vote. The
professor then began opining, self-rightiously,
over the importance of this vote. The message, however implicit, was clear ... construct
the effigy and strike a match. The professor
later wrote down the results of the faculty
vote and then launched into thinly veiled rhe-

torical questions on the validity of the faculty
vote. Interestingly enough, 90 of the 191 who
voted (a small, group out of the roughly 900
students) attended this prof's classes. Professors, who we assume are well-educated and
reasonably mature, are acting like nincompoops as they jockey for a position in what
seems to have disintegrated into a political
populan1:y contest.
For this situation can't go beyond that level for the student observer unless an open forum is created in which the polemic may be
struck out in relief. Isn't that, after all, the intellectual exercise we are here to learn and
master? The irony of what "they" say and
what ''they" do is remarkable and even more
so that we are not amused by il
A solution to this malaise is to generate a
forum, which will not be premised on knee.jerk reactions and rail-roading, in which the
contending sides may be presented and the
students may make informed decisions. Certainly, few students and professors will show
up but at least those minutes will be available
for review prior to any voting. Also, the
SBA, which should by now be sufficiently
buffetted, has got to stop posturing and start
earning its status as representatives of the students.
Finally, this school has a future to create.
A business more important than this infighting which resembles a kindergarten
shoving match. We have fine min9s and
some of the finest faculty who should not be
diverted from their paths in order that they
may deal with this situation. While administrators are historically the common enemy, it
is time to tum our focus and our energies on
demonstrating to both the national and academic community that we are a college that

2.7 Grading Unfair To Students _ _ __
(Continued from page 5)
l suspect this is because there is no "A" but
just an artificially imposed 2. 7 GP A
outwardly reflective of a naturally demanding program.
Additiqnally, I hear of one professor who
will not return next year because she resents
not having the freedom to truly assign
grades based on merit. (WMCL has commanded that each legal writing professor
achieve a 2.7 GPA for their class so any
great deviation, plus or minus, from this
stated average must be explained in writing.)
Students, too, find themselves pigeonholed
into this grading scheme. Pride in their own
work product for some, if not most, keep
them from turning in poor work, but with
no incentive, they also do not put forth their
utmost effort. Best to save the time and
energy where the grading is more likely to
reflect one's work product.
As a result of the artificially imposed 2. 7
GPA, a student's grade in his/her legal
writing course is determined less by his/her
work product than by the imposed 2:7 GPA
itself. This is unfair to the students. Instead,
WMCL must clearly establish the standards
so that when a student receives a grade, the

student understands where and how, and
most importantly, why he/she has received
that particular grade. The instructor, too,
will not only feel better about grading, but
will also be in a position to instruct and
encourage the student on a commonly
understood goal towards excellence.
.
In conclusion, WMCL should discard the
imposed 2. 7 GP A and in its place determine
a real "standard of excellence." What will
occur is that the final GPA will be natural.
The final grade average and those preceding
grades that comprised it will be natural in
the same manner that the 50% probability
of 3 people having the same birthdate in
ramdon groups of 28 is natural. Only then
does the grade arise from the group and
is reflective of the group and its true
makeup. Thus, the grade contains real
meaning. Armed with this meaning, WM CL
can discover the students' true limits, and,
therefore, more effectively challenge them;
and, most importantly, the students will be
in a position to better evaluate their
performance and, in the end, 1 believe, learn
more effectively if not more qualitatively.

WMCL Dean's Responsibilities
Created by the Search Committee
In 1984
The Dean at William Mitchell College of
Law is the academic leader and chief executive officer of the College and is accountable
to the Board of Trustees. He or she is responsible for all of the administrative and financial
operations of the College. The Dean plays a
key role in obtaining community financial
support, especially important in light of the
College's commitment to a major building
program.
As academic leader of the College, the
Dean implements curriculum policies established by the faculty and after consultation
with the faculty, hires adjunct faculty. The
Dean evaluates full-time and adjunct faculty
and uses that evaluation together with the
evaluations of the Tenure Committee in rec-

Pro Bono·

ommending salmy adjustments and persormel
actions. The Dean is responsible for the hiring of full-time faculty members at the direction of the faculty and with the approval of
the Board of Trustees.
The Dean, along with the Associate and
Assistant Deans, responds to student concerns
and requests.
The Dean's broad administrative responsibilities include supervision of the general operation of the College, hiring, supervision and
delegation of responsibilities to staff members, and, with input from students, staff and
faculty, budget preparation and administration.
With the Alumni Director, the Dean is responsible for alumni relations. The Dean is
responsible for maintaining relations with the
bar, t:J;te education community and the community at large.

(Continuedfrompage3)·
· --------

lish the Peace Corps. He always told me that
the Peace Corps has three primmy purposes:
1) to help the people of the third world; 2) to
portray a positive image of American citizens
to the world; and 3) to expose our volunteers
to other cultures and instill in them an appreciation of service to our fellow man.
These three purposes could almost be
adopted intact by a proposal to require pro
bono legal work. The first purpose to the
Peace Corps program proved a bit too optimistic in part because the host countries had
their. own methods of addressing problems
and in part because of the enormity of the task
(although Peace Corps volunteers were and
are accomplishing positive results). On the
other hand, pro bono legal work would be
more successful because the problem seems
to be simply a shortage of resources.
The second and third purposes proved to be
the most successful and today many Peace
Corps volunteers are actively serving their
communities. H law students participated in

pro bono work that experience would resonate with them for the rest of their careers
and in the future, we may have a larger, more
willing group of lawyers doing pro bono
work.
The weakness in this analogy is obvious,
the Peace Corps was composed of volunteers
while I am arguing for a mandatory program.
The difference is that law school trains us for
a prof95ion, and if we want to be a member
of that profession there should be certain duties we must fulfill.
There will be a panel discussion on April
12 entitled "Pro Bono: Should It Be a Law
School Requirement." I would encourage
everyone interested to attend. The following
is a list of faculty and students who are studying this subject: Professors Paul - Marino,
Carter Bishop, John Sonsteng, Roger Haydock and Eric Janus. The students include
Kathleen Norris, Linda Heine, Tony Schertler
and Edie Michalski.

The High And Mighty

Helping Victims Of Torture
by John Murray
Torture may seem like a distant problem
that happens only rarely in countries far
across the sea. In fact, torture is not only a
worldwide problem (practiced in over twothirds of the world's countries), but is a problem in Minnesota. To learn more about this
problem, the WMCL chapter of Amnesty International recently sponsored a roundtable
discussion with Doug Johnson, the Director
of The Center for Victims of Torture, and Elena Manciu, who was a victim of torture in Romania.
The Center. for Victims of Torture is located in Minneapolis and is the first of its kind in
the United States. The Center is the result of a
suggestion made to Governor Perpich by his
son Rudy while the latter was a law student at
Standford where he was a member of that
school's chapter of Amnesty International.
'The Center is modelled after a similar treatment facility in Copenhagen. Denmark. Johnson said the Center's mandate is "to treat anyone who has survived political torture in
another country."
Johnson said that many people have the
idea from popular culture that torture is used
by states only to gain vital information._ He
said that this is rarely the case and defined
torture as "a strategic destruction of the personality, achieved by severing all links of solidarity." The torturer's goals are to break the
victim by .making him or her feel weak and
helpless. Oftentimes, this is done by punishing not only the victim, but the victim's fami:
ly as well. Torture victims feel completely
vulnerable because they can't even hope for a
rescuer or. third party intervention since it is
their own State that is punishing them.
The aftereffects of torture are manifested
not only in physical and psychological harm.
but also in cognitive disorders. The most common types of disorders are forgetfulness and
an inability to concentrate; this is because
while being tortured victims try to diffuse
their concentration and not think about the
pain. and afterwards try to block out the memory of the pain. These types of disorders make
learning difficult which is particuiarly hard on
refugees who must learn a new language and
a new way of living. Johnson said that the
philosophy of the Center's treatment is to get

the victim to ''reconnect."
Elena Manciu is one of approximately
8,000 survivors of political torture who has
sought refuge in Minnesota, which has gained
a reputation as a "safe harbor," and has the
highest per capita of survivors of political torture of any state in the natiOJL Manciu, who
was a school teacher and the mother of three
young children, was sent to one of Nicolae
Ceausescu's work camps because, as one of
her guards told her "Romania does not need
intellectuals." The torture that she endured
was meant to break her spirit; it was quite obvious to everyone in attendance that her torturers had not succeeded. Manciu said that
she was able to keep her sanity only because
of her constant prayers; her dignity, only because of the fact that no matter how much her
torturers hurt her, she never let them see her
cry. Manciu and her family eventually escaped from Romania and migrated to Minnesota; with her children now grown and Ceausescu's regime out of power she intends to
return to Romania "to fmally make things
right."
Johnson said that refugees like Manciu
who are in need of legal assistance, can also
come to the Center for help. The Minnesota
International Hum Rights Committee, a group
of 800 lawyers, works with the Center on a
pro bono basis; there are currently 120 lawyers and law students actively working on
asylum and immigration cases. The group
also works to educate judges and others in the
court system as to the special problems that
torture victims present: for example, a torture
victim tends to give answers that they believe
are wanted or expected by the questioner instead of a truthful answer because this is what
they have learned to do with authority figures
to avoid punishment. Johnson said that the
commitment that this group has made has
been overwhelming: without the group's efforts these refugees would not have legal representation, because most lack the resources
to pay for it.
Amensty International is in its first year at
WMCL Students interested in learning more
about the group should check the Al. board
in Hachey Commons or contact Susan Rafferty, the President of the WMCL chapter.

Earth Day 1990

By Rose Grengs

Sunday, April 22, is earth day. While I
know law students sometimes find it difficult
to keep up with their studies and at the same
time "stay in touch" with the world, Earth
Day would be a perfect time for us to reconnect with our world - the Earth.
Earth Day 1990 marks the twentieth anniversary of setting a special day aside to celebrate the environment. On the first Earth Day,
in 1970, some 20 million Americans, mostly
students, rallied across the country to voice
ecological concerns. On the twentieth Earth
Day, in 1990, more than 200 million are expected to speak out for environmental awareness and action.
The national theme for the upcoming Earth
Day is "think globally, act locally." Earth Day
_planners bope that the twentieth anniven;ary
will change individual behavior and begin a
decade of environmental activism. While in

What You Can Do
You may unknowingly do hann to the environment through careless disposal of ordinary
household products, or by failing to take simple
steps that can relieve pressure on the environment Remember, your individual actions are
important and cousider the following suggestions:

the nineties new and more serious issues will
be discussed by environmentalists, such as
the depletion of the earth's ozone layer, the
destruction of the rain forests and the greenhouse effect, you and I can also make a difference by making a few adjustments in our
own lifestyles.
Environmental experts report that by recycling just one-tenth of household newspapers,
25 million trees a year could be saved. There
are a few simple things WMCL students
could do right now: ask our food services to
sJop using styrofoam cups and containers, but
to be on the safe side, bring your own coffee
mug to use; keep recycling your pop cans;
and imist that om school implement proce..dures to recycle paper. We could all refer to
and use the attached list of suggestions.
We are all a part_ of the earth and the
earth's problems. We need to respect the basic rule of ecology - everything is related.
• Learn where you can recycle used motor oil.

(Many service stations volunteer this service
in most communities.) Change the oil in your
car regularly.
• Recycle aluminum cans and newspapers (even
if you get no cash return for them).
• Ride a bike or walk instead of driving.
• Buy your new car battery only from a company that agrees to take your old one-and recycle
it.
• Weatherstrip and insulate windows.
• Value your shrubs and trees by not cutting
them down; plant more of them.
• Dispose of chemicals in their original containers, whenever possible.
• Request your pharmacist to refill your prescription in the old container.
• Replace chemical. cleaners with "elbow
grease,'' using alternative substances, such as
baking soda, vinegar, salt, lemon juice, vegetable oil, etc. You can obtain a "Safer Substitutes" tip sheet by calling the number listed

• Buy products only after you are sure there
isn't a safer alternative.
• Buy solvents and other household substances
only in the amounts needed.
• Put your personal coffee mug in your car and
take it wherever you go. .
• Use up all the paint you purchase, or give it to
someone who will use it when you're finished
with it
• Bring,your old paper bags back to the grocery
store and reuse them.
• Use cardboard instead of styrofoam, whenever
possible.
below.
• Allow small amounts of paint to evaporate
and harden before disposal. in the household
Many materials concerning product disposal and
truh.
alternatives are available through the Tri-County
• Tum off the lights when you leave the room;
Solid Waste Management Commission, phone
shop for light bulbs that use less power.
(612) 259-3610, or through the Minnesota Pollu• Reuse paint thinner by allowing paint particles
tion Control Agency at (612) 296-7373. Regionto settle, then pouring off usable solvent;
al offices al.so are locab:d in Rochester, Detroit
small amounts can be allowed to evaporate beLakes, Duluth, Mar.;hall, and Brainerd.
fore the container is tos!!ed.

Paaes

By Karl Green
It's a common fact that ALL lawyers, or
prospective lawyers, think they're gods.
That's right AIL of us! There is no exception. We all know the conservative, capitalistic, republicans think they're gods. Collectively they think they know what's right and if
you're out of the norm. well, then you're
wrong. Even the liberal. communist democrats think they are gods. To them everyone is
a god, so each individual is more important
than any concern society might have. Regardless of which faction you belong to, the conclusion is the same... YOU think you're a
GOD!
I'm here to tell you how it all got started. It
was the Greek and the Roman gods and their
plot to take over the legalized world!
You see, with the onslaught of Christianity
they were losing their appeal. So ... they came
up with the plot to take over the conscience of
every person who gets a law degree. The Supreme gods came up with some ingenious, or
should I say godly; ways of achieving this
plot. Obviously, if they were to take over the
conscience of mortals they would have to use
a brainwashing technique. The Supremes .figured if they could make mortals go 11:n:ough at
least three years of intensive, grueling illegal
torture they could easily invade the conscience of each of the mortals. Ah ha! You
guessed it right, Law School.
What was left for them to do was figure
what the torture should consist of to achieve
total brainwashing. First, they decided to
make us learn the law through the Socratic
method. This way the students of the law
would have to come up with a legal rationale
of their own when _responding to a q)lestion.
This clearly would drive a .mortal insane
when they have to think for themselv_es.
Second, the Supremes would re.quire that
the professors constantly drill the students and
put them on the spot as much as possible by
posing unanswerable questions that only the
gods could answer. For example, what's the
standard for defamation? Even questions like,
should Abortion be legalired?
Thirdly, they would require an amount of
reading that even Evelyn Woods could not
keep up with.
Finally, the gods required the students to
take final exams that for the most part occur
only once a semester for that class. To make it
even worse, the exams would be scheduled
just before Chrisbnas when the mortals would
be filled with visions of sµgar plums dancing
in their heads. Or, if it was spring exams. the
-young
fancies would be turning to
thoughts ofJove. This plot would surely bring
abouL the legal torture that was necessary to
brainwash the students so the gods could invade their conscience.
Of course the gods also implemented into
the system the constant reminders of our torture. For instance, we've all been exposed to
that bli:ild Greek woman who, in her toga, car-
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ries the scales of justice. It's no coincidence
that she wears a toga! Speaking of robes, isn't
it obvious that a judge's robe is the next best
thing to a toga? Moreover, there is constant
referring to Latin phrases in the legal profession. A fortiori, (I hate it when I use Latin!)
the Greek and Roman gods constantly remind
us of our torture.
Now you realize that in Greek mythology
there was a hierarchy among the gods. It was
decided that the Supreme gods would take the
highest positions in the legal profession. The
lesser gods would take the lower positions.
Sound familiar? W~Il read on! The Supreme
gods decided that they shouldllave a building
that looked like the Panbenon to conduct
their business. You know with big pillars and
all! Also, the lesser gods would have to petition the Supremes and only on grant of Certiorari (Latin. aahh!! !) would the Supremes
listen to the case. Well, now that you know
how your conscience· will be taken over and
by whom, the question we are presented with
is what is the effect of our conscience being
taken over? .
We start out with the representation that
since we know the law (and we are gods-) we
.know everything. With all the general maxims we learn in law school we cenainly can
apply one of them to any situation. For example, liability rests among two innocent parties
on the party closest to the harm. That's a
good ene became everyone thinks they're an
.innocent party and the other guy is closest
Oh yeah, !her.e's never a situatio_n. where we
can't analogize to a case we've read somewhere.
If for s_o me impossible reason we can't recall a legal case or maxim, the next area that
we claim dominion over as gods is ethics. If
we don't know the law then we claim to take
the ethical approach. Never mind what the
ethical approach is or whose ethics we're
talking about, we know what to do and think
because we're gods. What really makes us
ethical gods is that we can judge others
through hindsight, thus seeing the effect of
the other persons "unethical" actions. When it
seems bad. we know it was unethical!
Now since we know the law and we know
what is ethical, we surely can claim to know
what is morally correct! Isn't it obvious that
as members of the legal profession who deal
with the passing of judgimi~nts every day that
we be able to judge wh;i.t is morally right.
Sure we have our individual.moral characters
and even our institutional morals but, if someone says something that doesn't fit our individual or institutional morals, then they're
acting immorally regardless of their own mo:rals or even the mores of society.
There you have it, now you know why all
lawyers think they are' .gods ~ lh_e e_ffect of
it. I know as gods you all think you knew this
anyway, so I'll rap up this article. Oh yeah,
doesn't old Billy Mitchell look a little like
Zeus? Think about it.
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More Tuition Hikes In Store
By Dacia Dories (CPS)
One by one, college administrations are announcing tuition hikes for next school year
that, once again, promise to make the price of
education rise faster than prices for any other
kind of good or service.
While the general inflation rate hovers
around 4.5 percent, officials at the universities
of Miami and Chicago, and Rutgers, Stanford,
Central Michigan, Loyola and Duke universities, among others, announced in Februuy
they were raising tuition by 5.5 JJe!Cffit to 11
percent next year.
William Mitchell College of Law plans an
increase of 8 percent. This is an increase of
around $760 for full time students.
Though it's still too early to compute a national average for 1990-91 increases, most
students can expect jumps ranging from 5 percent to 9 percent, if the trends established in
February continue.
Tuition has risen faster than the inflation
rate during each of the past nine years.
For 1989-90, tuition at four-year public
campuses rose 7 percent, to an average
$1,694 per tenn, the College Board :fel)Orts. It
rose by 9 percent; to an average $8,737, at
four-year private campuses.
By the time she graduates, first-year Wesleyan University student Susan Chun figures
she '11 be paying 25 percent more than she is
now for tuition, room and boanl, books, and
personal expenses.
Chun now pays about $20,000. If rates continue increasing by 7 percent every year, she
will irobably need $25,000 for her senior
year in 1993.
''That's a hell of a lot of money;'' Chun
said "An education shouldn't be such a financial burden."
To protest $1,000 tuition hikes for out-ofstaters, Arizona State University (ASU) students took. over the Student Services building
for 55 hours Februuy 21 through 23.
In-state tuition at ASU, the University of
Arizona and Northern Arizona will be up
$116.
''We aren't getting our money's worth,"
said John Kierman of ASU's student government, where in-state students now pay $1,644
and out-of-staters fork over $5,485 annually.
Despite tiiitioi:t - increases; · the · 45 ~()()():.
student campus in Tempe suffers from overcrowded classes, underpaid faculty; and too

Anti-Apartheid
Activists Elated
By Reforms·
Anti-apartheid activists on U.S. campuses
say they're cleated by South African
President F.W. de Klerk's sweeping reforms
of Feb. 2, but say students should keep the
pressure on their schools lo aviod even
indirect economic support of the South
African government for now.
"This," said Richard Knight of the Africa
Fund, a New York-based group that has
coordinated much of the anti-apartheid
activity on American campuses for 20 years,
"is a very big victory for the people of South
Africa and the international anti-apartheid
movement."
De Klerk legalized the long-outlawed
African National Congress (ANC) and other
anti-apartheid groups, partially lifted the 43month old "state of emergency" and called
for negotiations to end apartheid and give
the voteless black majority a voice in South
Africa's government.
De Klerk also promised to free ANC
leader Nelson Mandela, imprisoned since
1962, "soon." On Feb. 4, however, Mandela
vowed to remain behind bars until De Klerk
lifts completely the state of emergency.
Under emergency regulations that remain
in effect, the government can detain anyone
for as long as six months without charge.
Police have wide powers to ban meetings
or speeches, and to restrict meclia coverage
of-their own actions in dealing with political
unrest.
The efforts - as well as the segregationist
apartheid system that denied black citizens
most property and human rights - have
always provoked passionate opposition on
U.S. campuses. Students have successfully
convinced administrations at scores of
colleges to sell off shares in firms that do
business in South Africa.
· "All those students who sat in buildings
a-nd , sha."lties," Knight said, "this is their

(Continued on page 10)

many graduate students teaching, Kierman
charges.
"I'm having to take actions that I didn't
plan on," added Andy Mozingo, a Northern
Arizona student whose tuition will increase
by $900, or 185 percent next year.
The California native said he now has a
student loan, a Pell grant and a part-time job.
Mozingo is 'in the Marine Corps Reserve, 'so
he is trying to get a GI Bill grant, and is applying for "every scholarship that I see" so
thathecancontinue at NAU.
''I don't think I 'should haye to worry about
paying for school If I have to work more and
try to excel in school, eventually one of them
, is going to give," he said.
At Syracuse University, the board of trustees approved a 9.94 percent tuition increase
Februuy 2 that sent tuition, fees. and room
and board up to $11,830 and irovoked students into a campuswide protest.
For a week, students boycotted all university facilities, such as the bookstore and food
services - where they pay to use or buy
products.
"It was very effective in that most students
participated," said Marlc Root. In the past, he
said, students have been apathetic.
Root, a junior, figured his costs have risen
35.38 percent since he enrolled at Syracuse.
"I know a lot of people who have left, or
who will be leaving, because of increasing
tuition. It's not fair," he said.
A University of New Mexico task force
found that, for every $100 tuition hike, 1.3
percent of the student population will have to
leave because of the financial burden.
Using the formula, the task force calculated that about 364 students will be forced to
drop out if UNM proceeds with its plans to
raise prices by 7 .9 percent for 1990-91.
"If you took the increase in military research fimding and funneled. it into general
education funds, you'd end up with plenty of
scholarships to keep tuition increases within
the inflation rate," maintained Rich Cowan of
the National Coalition for Universities in the
Public Interest, a Cambridge, Massachussetts,
group that monitors corporate influences on
campus expenses.
The perpetual increases will end, he asserts, ''when die federal_govemment sees education, as opposed to research, as a priority."

Gay Students Picket
(CPs) - Gay students at Loyola Muymount University picketed LMU President
James Loughran Feb. 22, asking him to reconsider his decision not to recognize a gay
student group at the Catholic campus.
On Feb. 15, Loughran released a memo
saying the Los Angeles school "cannot endorse or condone a sexually active homosexual lifestyle," which Catholic doctrine charges
is sinful.
In 1987, two courts forced Georgetown
University, also a Catholic campus, to recognize gay and lesbian student groups, which in
tum promised to make clear that Georgetown
did not actually endorse or approve of their
activities.
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puses are as segregated now as they were in
January 1975 when citizens first sued to integrate them, the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled Feb. 7.
The ruling, which will force a lower court
judge to reconsider a 1987 decision that effectively declared the schools desegregated,
said the state's five predominantly white campuses had tried to deter black students from
enrolling.
"We are open to all our citizens regardless
of race," objected University of Southern
Mississippi President Aubrey Lucas, who noted black students now make up 14 percent of
USM's enrollment

Mandela Backer Chided
(CPS) - Jon Westling, acting president of
Boston University, chastised a subordinate
for citing South African dissident Nelson
Mandela as a worthy role model during an
early Februuy speech to 8th grade children.
"Nelson Mandela is not someone who
should be held up as an heroic example of patient commitment to a good cause," Westling
wrote to Diana Law, superintendent of
schools in Chelsea, Mass., which BU controls
as part of an experiment to improve the
school system.
Westling noted Mandela "has advocated
violence" and "sanctioned the murder of political opponents."

Federal Student Aid, Fraud & Inefficiency
College Press Service
The federal student aid program is plagued
by so much fraud and inefficiency that it no
longer works correctly, a Senate panel
charged Februuy 20.
·
''To date we have not found one area that
we have examined in the federal student aid
programs that is operating efficiently or effectively," said a staff statement at a hearing by
the Senate's permanent subcommittee . on
investigations.
The subcommittee issued the statement af~
ter .compiling a report about the state of the
irograms.
"Despite lofty goals and good intentions of
the student aid programs, hundreds of mil- ·
lions of dollars are being wasted or fraudulently obtained"
The result, of course, is that legitimate twoyear and four-year college students get either
not enough fmancial aid dollars, or none at
all.
In Teply, campus student aid administrators
say the Senate study is too general, blaming
everybody rather than just the institutions that
have high default rates.
''The report is ovetsiniplifymg a veiy com~
plex situation," charged Hal Lewis, f"mancial
aid director at Coker college in Hartsville,
South Carolina. 'The broad generalization
doesn't apply'; to all campuses.
Lewis and others say most of the fraud and
inefficiency occur at trade schools.
"We know that there are some problems,
but defaults are often limited to a small number who pmport to be educational institutions.
Many times the education is inferior, and the
student is not IJIOperly trained to compete for
a job," said Dallas Martin, executive director
of the National Association for Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA).
The Government Accounting Office
(GAO) noted that Washington guaranteed $12

billion in loans to students in 1989, an increase of 83 percent over the $7 billion lent in
1983.
But the default rate during the same time,
added GAO researcher Franklin Frazier, rose
by 338 percent. By 1989, 36 out of every,
$100 in the loan program went not to students, but to cover defaults.
Despite the increase in defaulters, NASF M's Martin believes that, "Overall the vast
majority of students and institutions are working hard and doing a good job. It's important
to get to the root of the problem but don't
give the impression that the whole system is
rotten."
Martin, like others in the aid industry,
notes a particular problem with trade schools,
which are for-profit programs dedicated to
teaching specific trades like truck driving,
cosmetic care and clerical skills.
The U.S. Department of Education, which
administers most federal college programs,
estimates that trade schools account for 35
percent of the schools participating in the federal guaranteed student loan program, but for
half the total amount of loans that are in default."
Martin also thinks part of the problem is
that the Education Depart:ment, after years of
budget cutbacks, no longer has the funds or
the persormel to police aid programs adequately.
While the department is suffering from
cuts, some of the problems have been caused
by its top officials, he added.
''I have mixed feelings [about the department]. It·s vecy difficult to run without the
means, but I ~w of times when money
within the department was diverted to hire
people . at the top levels, leaving the lower
[levels] without resources;" Martin said.
"Congress is suspicious about giving money
after that."

News Of The Bizarre
A University of Washington fraternity
was suspended in late January after residents were found semi-clothed and in the
company of two sheep during initiation rites
at their house.
UW's Interfr?.ternity Council (lFC)
suspended the Theta Xi fraternity Jan. 24,
even before the Seattle Animal Control
Board finished its investigation into the
matter.
"The evidence presented clearly demonstrates (Theta Xi members') guilt and
complete insensitivity to hazing and animal
rights," said a statement issued by the lFC,
which refused to .list the exact charges
brought against the house or to comment
on whether the sheep had been sodomized.
''It sounds like the stuff movies are made
of," said Jonathan Brant, head of the
Indianapolis-based National I nterfraternity
Council (NIC). "It makes me think of the
movie 'Animal House.' This is clearly
against NIC rules, and completely
inappropriate."
·
· Seattle police responding to a call Jan.
12 found pledges wearing only underwear.
Some had white grease on their hands and
peanut butter smeared on their bodies. The
officers reported that the sheep appeared
"overheated and agitated."
/The sheep and pledges were in a room
with a sign on the door that read, "Nobody
allowed except actives, pledges with permis-

sion and cloven-hooved animals."
Police turned the animals over to the
Seattle Animal Control Department, which
will issue a report in early February on
whether or not the sheep were abused.
Theta Xi members were unavailabie for
comment. Both Brant and Eric Berg, secretary of
Washington's IFC, say they haven't received
other reports of animal abuse by fraternities.
However, last January, members of
Washington's Delta Upsilon fraternity
tossed a rooster to its death from a
classroom balcony.

Yuppies Should Be Pitied,
University· of Florida Prof Maintains
(CPS) - Yuppies should be pitied because
they use material objects, much like primitive
peoples used successful hunting ventures, to
prove they are ready to advance in society,
University of Florida Prof. Marvin Harris
m ~ in a new book, "Our Kind," about
the evolution of human culture.
Harris also warned American culture could
be in trouble because collegians, who are
most likely to adopt yuppie folkways, are
prone to postpone childbearing until they can
buy certain material credentials for social advancement. As a result, the nation's most educated people are not reproducing.
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Board of.Trustees Approves
8 Percent Tuition Increase
BySueRipe
On. Tuesday, March 13, William Mitchell's
Board of Trustees unanimously approved the
$10,105,040 1990-1991 operating budget
which is based on an eight percent tuition increase for smdents.
For students, this means -full-time first and
second year sbldent will pay $5,130 per semester or $10,260 per year. Part-time first and
second year smdents will pay $3,725 per semester or $7,450 per year. Full-time third and
fourth year students will pay $4,450 per year.
Full-time third and fourth year students will
pay $4,750 per semester or $9,500 per year.
Part-time third and fourth year smdents will
pay $3,350 per semester or $6,700 per year.
The per credit rate for smdents talcing fewer than eight credits went from $390 to $420.
Tuition for summer school and the LLM.
program are staying the same at $340 and
$485, respectively.
The proposed revenue sources are -as follows: ·

$8,792,()75
133,500
113,860
187,200
107,200
116,000
_90,105
119,500
33,500
318,100
61,000
33,000

Tuition

Fees

Gifts & Donations
Investment Earnings
Endowment Income
Grants

Rental
Sales
Special Events
Bookstore Sales
Child Care Center
Law Review

$10,105,040
The proposed expenditures are as follows:

$2,667,375
241,370

Faculty
Instructional Support
S.E.P./Academic
Advancement
Clinic Support
Law Review
London Program

19,750
207,890
63,135
44,500

Regulatory Policy Program
Library
Sbldent Services
Scholarships/Fellowships
Alumni
Development
Special Events
Public Relations/Publications

14,500
8()1),755
338,555
277,435
89,755
215,575
49,735
161,660

Administration
678,590
Administrative Support
666,335
Accounting
303,925
Benefits
1,198,995
Building Maintenance & Security

863,030
265,770
62,405
272,000
100,000
120,000

Bookstore
Child Care Center
Library Books
Equipment/Fmnishings
Staff Salary Adjustments

9,732,040

Total

23,000

Non-Manda!myCapitalCampaign. PUDd
100,000
Renewal & Replacement Reserve

250,000
373,000

Total T:rmsfen
Total Expenditures & Transfers

$10,105,040
Members of the budget committee met almost weekly from late November through
mid-Mmch. Members of the committee were
Bruch Hutchins_, Deb Fish. Betty Wade, Jim
Hogg, Matt Downs, John Sonsteng, Ann
Bateson, Shirley Schoffelman. Mel Goldberg, Jim Brooks, and sbldents Dan Palmquist and Sue Nipe.
While three budget open forums were
scheduled on Mmch 6 and 7, only two students attended.

For Complimentary
Facial or Interview Call: (612) 459-5786
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Anti-Apartheid
(Continued from page 9)
victory too."
Knight hoped students would continue to
pressure their schools and communities to
divest until black South Africans win all
their rights. "This is not the end of apartheid
by any means. There are more changes
coming, but it's important we continue
pushing."
South African Archbishop Desmond
Tutu also called for a continued divestment
campaign during a Feb. 4 news conference
at Harvard University, where he attended
a private meeting of the school's governing
Board of Overseers.
Tutu was elected last year to the post as
part of a drive to pressure the university
into ridding itself of all investments in
companies doing business in or with South
Africa.

Newport, MN 55055

Saying It With Soybeans

The Me1ro Monitor used soybean based ink
for the first time in their last edition. Previous
editions of the Monitor used petroleum-based
inks. But from now on., ·they're going to say it
with soybeans.
Soybean oil is a renewable resource. Expanded use of soybeans creates a better market for fanners. It's also easier on the environment, since the ink is safer to dispose of
and to work with.
Unlike petroleum ink, soybean ink can be
washed out of paper with inexpensive and
nonhazardous water-based detergents, so
paper recycling iseasier. Soybean ink may
provide higher-quality colors than petroleum
ink, and it doesn't rub off on your hands as
easily as petroleum ink.
Someday, ink from soybeans might make
ink from fossils seem like an ancient idea.

Announcement

PUZZLE SOLUTION

St. Paul's Grand Symphonic Winds will
present a concert on Saturday, April 28, at
8:00 p.m. at St. Paul's United Church of
Christ (located diiectly across Smnmit Ave.
from William Mitchell).
The concert will include the Festive Overmre of Domitri Shostakovich and Respighi's
Pines of Rome.. as well as works of Gounod,
Rossini, and Cope1and.
Tickets are $6.00 at 1he door, or $5.00 in
advance. Advance tickets may be purchased
by contacting Mark Larsen (1st year Section
I) at '122-7764 or drop him a note in the Opinion mailbox located in the communication
center.
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MIXED MESSAGES
By Dacia Dorries (CPS)

Transfers:
MandatoeyPerkins].nans Maul:h

~

Nation ofIslam leader Louis Farra/chan at Northern Illinois: "I have never had a
record of attacking Jews."
College Press Sesrvice/Ginni Devlin

A tour of college campuses by Nationa of
Islam-leader Louis Farrakhan and his deputies
left some Jewish sbldents, who find Farrakhan's speeches laced with ''very frightening"
characterizations of Jews as ''wicked" and
even "blood suckers," dismayed and worried.
On the other hand, campus black smdent
groups, which often sponsor Nation of Islam
visits to their schools, tend to shrug off their
Jewish classmates' fears of anti-Semitism as
ill-founded, misguided or even as part of a
Jewish plot to undermine the black empowerment movement.
"He isn't liked by a lot of white people, but
he is highly respected by the black community," said Adtiel Alston of the Black Student
Alliance (BSA) at Yale University.
Farrakhan toured Northern Illinois and
Michigan State universities in February,
while his assistants Khallid Abdul Muhammad and Abdul Alim Muhammad visited
Pennsylvania State and Yale universities.
Yale's BSA and Harvard University groups
have invited Farrakhan to their campuses.
Such visits are not new. In recent years
Farrakhan has spoken at the universities of
Maryland, Pennsylvania and District of Columbia, as well as at the State University of
New York at Albany, to name a few.
This year's speaking tour, however, is being played out against the background of a
rapid increase in the number of anti-Semitic
acts and hate crimes on college campuses nationwide.
'
In 1987, 14 campuses reported anti-Semitic
incidents. The number skyrocketed by 271
percent or to 38 campuses in 1988, and by 30
percent to 51 cases in 1989, reports the AntiDefamation League (ADL), a New Yorkbased group that monitors all kinds of etlmic
strife.
In January, for example, hundreds of neoNazi catalogues were mailed to George Mason University sbldents. While at Penn State,
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity held a Rosh
Hashanah theme party mocking Jewish
names. Swastikas and anti-Semitic slogans
were painted on the Rutgers University Hillel
Jewish Student Center.
More recently, a swastika was burned in
the lawn of the once-predominantly Jewish
'.Zeta Beta Tau fraternity at the University of
Colorado at Boulder in early March.
The ADL has seen a steady 'increase of
hate crimes against nearly all minority
groups, including blacks, Hispanics, and homosexuals, Ross added.
"The greatest damage is not in the terms of
what (Farrakhan) says in his speech," Ross lamented, "but that it polarizes campus. People
begin to see each other as opposing camps
rather than people. It takes a long time to
heal."
Needless to say, the leader of the 10,000member, Chicago-based Nation of Islam
group - which has won acclaim for its work
in reh3;bilitating drug addicts and convicts
and freeing housing developments of predatory drug dealers - disagrees.
On Feb. 18, Farrakhan told a Michigan
State audience he owes no apology to Jews
who might be frightened by his speeches because Jews have "sucked the blood of the
black community."
His past comments that Judaism is a "gutter religion" and that the genocidal Adolf Hitler was "a great man" were taken out of context, he told MSU sbldents, and reported by
"wicked" Jewish journalists.
At Yale, about 200 smdents picketed as
Farrakhan deputy Abdul Alim Muhanunad
called deposed Panamanian dictator "a patri-

ot" and charged that Rhode Island Jews were
leading slave traders. He said his charge which University of Rhode Island history
Professor Sharon Strom called a "great exaggeration" - wasn't anti-Semitism, "just history."
"Louis Farrakhan is not an enemy of
America, not an enemy of Jews, not an enemy of white people," said Farrakhan. who rejected requests to be interviewed for this article, in a February report in the Washington
Post. ''To say that Louis Farrakhan is antiSemitic is an unfair characterization of me."
He also said, "I have never had a record of
attacking Jews."
"From my point of view that is a farce. His
message in the past seven years has included
a very strong anti~emite message,'' said
Mark Finkelstein, executive director of the
Hillel Jewish Student Center at MSU.
'1 can only conclude that he is so deluded
l?Y hate that he doesn't know the difference,"
added the ADL's Ross.
Such arguments leave many black smdents
cold.
"(Farrakhan's critics) say he is very derogatory against Jews and that he causes more
problems than good. When he came here,
though, he dealt with issues other than race,"
said Judy Moncrieffe of Northern Illinois
University's (NIU) Black Student Union,
which sponsored Farrakhan's January visit to
the campus.
Farrakhan's message, a charismatically delivered call for self-reliance, sobriety and
family stability in the black community, typically inspires and energizes black listeners.
The excitement generated by the message
seems to lead Farrakhan's campus sponsors
to disconnt or dismiss the fears he awakens in
Jewish students.
''The Nation of Islam has been around for
almost 30 years," Yale's Alston noted, "If
they were truly spreaders of hate, blacks
would be burning down synagogues and that
hasn't happened yet."
As for Jewish sbldents trying to illustrate
their discomfort by comparing Farrakhan's
judging of people by their faith to the Ku
Klux Klan's judging of people by their skin
color, Alston said, "That's extremely unfair.
The comparison is idiotic because the KKK
killed blacks."
"We've had a lot of racial tension," explained NIU's Moncrieffe. "We were having
problems and thought that having him down
would be good for blacks and others." '
Good or not, his appearances have rarely
been peaceful. A mix of smdent groups
protest wherever Farrakhan speaks, and oftentimes shouting matches erupt betw~ opposing groups.
The MSU Board of Trustees ordered the
administration to withdraw $5,000 to help
pay Farrakhan's $20,000 speaking fee. At
NIU students tried but failed to block the student government from partially ftmding Farrakhan's honorarium.
"His visit was very disheartening. It had (a
negative) effect on sbldent and faculty. Every
place . that Farrakhan goes this happens,"
MSU's Finkelstein said.

TYPING WANTED
If you have anything at all that needs to
be typed, I can do it. Resumes, repetitive letters, reports, essays, newsletters, envelopes, etc. I need your help
getting my new business started. Do
you need any typing done? Please
don't hesitate to call me: Sue (7570869). My rates are very reasonable.

Highlights Of Delta Theta Phi Talent Show
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Nasty
Habits
by Tamara Tegeler
Depecbe Mode: Violator
Depeche Mode was perhaps the most excellent, undiscovered band of the 80's. This
band's obscurity and devout following among
the listening elite may end in the 90's thanks to another amazing album and some
slick marketing techniques. The original release date for "Violator" was March 2, 1990,
but due to the success of "Personal Jesus" as a
single, release of the album has been pushed
back to allow for the release of as many singles as possible. Well, at least they're good
capitalists.
The album only has nine tracks, which
seems quite stingy. "Music For the Masses,"
their last.album, had fifteen. They could easily have put some extended mixes on this album, but chose to go for CD single sales.
Other than this, I can make no complaints
about this album. "Violator" is well on its
way to becoming a cherished disc in my collection. It shows Depeche Mode at their best.
The dark and mysterious music naturally, yet
disturbingly, compliments the sexual themes
of the lyrics. Depeche Mode's music always
has a sinister, foreboding quality that is very
allming and "Violator" is no exception.
Amally, the music ranges in character from
seductive, synthesized dance numbers to
dirge-like depression-inducing hypnotics. The
music is very compelling and Martin Gore's
vocals are very forceful and emotionally penetrating.
"Personal Jesus" is a driving dance number
currently being played a bit too much on top
40 radio. The lyrics of this song seem to.o
deep and controversial for mass consumption,
making it a surprizing first single, but then
most of Depeche Mode's material seems unfit
for top 40 and I should congratulate programmers for their innovation.
"Feeling unknown. And you're all alone.
Flesh and bone. By the telephone. Lift up the
receiver, I'll make you a believer. I will deliver. You know I'm, a forgiver. Reach out and
touch faith. Your own personal Jesus." A sexual savior equating himself with Jesus? How
many 14 year-olds will even approach understanding this? How many adults?!
"World in My Eyes" comes from the same
perspective - encouraging sexual exploration for just 'something to do' or a substitute
for the fulfillment life is really lacking.
'The Sweetest Perfection" is about ephemeral fulfillment, either sexual or drug induced,
but knowing Depeche Mode, it's about sex.
The bird sweetly chirping near the end is a
stark contrast to the depraved and obsessive
mood of the song, which is one of those confounding elements that makes the Depeche
Mode listener enraged with curiosity. You
never know quite what to think about the
meaning of a DM song, except that it will
usually be dark, obsessive and sexually
oriented.
"Halo" extols the luxuries of love that two
people deserve in the face of a world falling
apart: "You wear guilt. Like shackles on your
feet Like a halo in reverse. I can feel. The
discomfort in your seat And in your head it's
worse. There's a pain. A famine in your heart
An aching to be free." - sexual liberation
when there's nothing else left.
"Waiting For the Night" fmds comfort in
the tranquility of the night where: 'The world
seemed rose-tinted. And angels appeared to
descend. To my surprize, With half-closed
eyes. Things looked even better. Than when
they were opened. Been waiting for the night
to fall. I knew that it would save us all. Now
everything's dark. Keeps us from the stark reality ... Now everything is bearable." These
are amazingly appropriate sentiments for this
group and its music.
"Enjoy the Silence" is the second single inthe States and currently graces ·the charts in
England at number six. Again, the topic of the
song is about mind games and sex: "All I ever
wanted. .All I ever needed. Is hetce in my arms.
Words are very lJllneci:i$sacy. They can only
do harm. Vows are spoken. To ·be broken.
Fee],ings are intense. ·words are trivial... Enjoy the silence."
'The Policy of Truth" is an exploration of
personal interaction questioning the value of
truth: "You had something to hide. Should
have hidden it, shouldn't you ... It's just time
to pay the price. For not listening to advice.
And deciding in your youth. On the policy of
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truth."
Depeche Mode has an obsession with the
dark side of hmnan emotion and sex, from
which it creates intense, high quality music.
the songs easily convey and develop meaning for the individual listener, invoking a
combination of empathy and repulsion. It's a
shame the band won't explain the meanings
of their songs - it would be a relief to be
able to understand.
Paul Carrack: Groove Approved
Paul Carrack is one of those artists the average listener never quite knows by name,
very talented but underappreciated. Carrack is
best known as the lead singer for Squeeze on
the 1981 hit "Tempted," his own 1982 single
"I Need You," and last year's Grammy nominee 'The Living Years" by Mike and The
Mechanics.
He collaborates on this album with Chris
Difford (of Squeeze), Michael McDonald (of
The Doobbie Brothers), John Wesley Harding, and the equally very talented and underappreciated Nick Lowe (Elvis Costello's producer and artist in his own right).
"Groove Approved" doesn'.t have the upbeat consistency of Carrack's 1982 "Suburban Voodoo" album. It is more varied in style
and less oriented to pure pop. The first single
"I Live By the Groove" is a fun, upbeat, top
40-type song about the philosophy of living
for music: "I live by the groove. If I can't feel
it baby. I can't move. I live by the groove. If I
can hear it baby. I can't lose." Not exactly
great literature here, just fun.
"Battlefield" seems to be the second single.
It's the most bright and cheerful break-up
song I've ever heard. This is a style Carrack
has mastered; a great beat and a catchy melody that showcases his soulful voice and creativity with lyrics: "I live on a battlefield. Surrounded by the ruins of the love we built
And then destroyed between us. The smoke
has cleared. As I stumble through the rubble.
I'm dazed, seeing doubl~. And I'm truly mystified."
''I'm On Your Tail" follows in this tradition, only more so. Add a great horn section,
Carrack's earnest and strained vocals with a
·declaration of devotion and pursuit and you
get a groove worthy of the effort: "When
yom lovin' arms enfold me. They mold me
like a little piece of clay. I turn to putty in
your hands and I can't afford to slip away.
Well I know I'm not the only one. Who's
ready for a fight to get to you. From here on
I'll pursue you' til-I do.
"After the Love is Gone" is an uptempo
number with a healthy horn section. It has
fairly typical lyrics, but its strong pop qualities makeit a good bet for top 40.
"Loveless" and "Dedicated" are both sincere songs declaring love and devotion showing Carrack's ability to maintain emotive
power 'Yi.th softer, sweeter vocals.
On "Dedicated" the vocal dynamics are especially well done. Carrack has an exquisite
voice which he uses to the best of his abilities. To further explain, unlike Cher and Michael Bolton (much of the time), Carrack is
not always pushing his vocal limits to 110%
(which can get old pretty quick), he allows
dynamic variety to carry some of the song for
him, which gives it more depth and makes it
feel less strained.
"Love Can Break Your Heart" has a weary,
melancholy feel. It's one of those songs that
you wait for to break into something better,
but it never quite makes it there. Rather trite.
"Tip of My Tongue" is a song about relationships and· regrets. It has a nice, flowing
melody and catchy chorus, nothing extraordinary, but Carrack's voice makes it worthwhile.
Carrack has a superb voice and a knack for
making catchy tunes with solid lyrics.
"Groove Approved" is a good album, but unfortunately, it probably won't bring Carrack
the recognition and success he deserves.

RHODES TYPING SERVICE
All typing projects, including:
Legal/Medical Documents
Resumes • Tenn Papers

Student's Special-$1.90 per page

735-2419
Also: Letter writing • Checkbook balancing
Individual Tax Returns • Notary Public

Lanear Rhodes • St. Paul, MN 55119

Armchair
Opinions
by Dave Driscoll
DISCLAIMER: Because the only process that can rival William Mitchell's
grade posting in terms of timeliness (or
lack thereof) is the speed with which The
Opinion lands on your front steps, I feel
compelled to apologize if the contents of
this column are outdated.
NO FEAR OF TWO-TIER
After the big boys on the block - Bloomington Kennedy, Anoka; Burnsville and
White Bear Lake - fell to the wayside, taking with them nearly 10,000 cheering students, there remained only Roseau and Grand
Rapids. More would be on the line for these
two teams, because they represented not only
their staggering student enrollment, but the
even less impressive population of each town.
With the exception of the two people who
had to stay behind and secure each Northern
metropolis, Roseau and Grand Rapids citizens
witnessed a game that demonstrated clearly
the absurdity of a two-tier hockey tournament, Roseau, enrollment approximately 250,
y.on the game and struck a blow for all the
Davids in the state.
I'm personally not averse to a two-tier system for hockey. My problem is with who is
making the decisions and how they are going
about making them. The current fuss over
how the tournament should be run is even
more frustrating, because it is so painfully obvious that the wrong people are making the
wrong decisions.
First mistake: letting the legislature substitute its consistently pompous wisdom for that
of the high school coaches and athletic directors who work and live in the system everyday. It is typical of the legislature to stick its
unknowing nose where it doesn't belong.
Common sense dictates that the coaches are
in the best position to determine which
schools should be playing each other. I have_
more confidence in Willard Kola's experience
(300 wins) than a state representative whose
only connection with a sheet of ice is the
snow job she's done on her constituency.
Second mistake: believing ihe old (lonely)
wives tale that size _is important. If there is going to be a two-tier tournament, it must be
based on the strength of the school's program
and difficulty of its schedule, and not the

number of students the school has. Roseau
and Grand Rapids would suffer tremendously
(as would the fans) if tbrown in.to a muma-ment with teams that have no business being
on the same rink.
Believe it or not, I think that common
sense will prevail, and the coaches, schools
and hockey programs will have the final ~YI'm not saying the Qnly good two-tier tolUilament is a dead two-tier tournament, but I do
believe that fue only way the State High
School Hoc:key TC3l1Illamenl will maintain its
local and national reputation is to let those
who will have to live with it every March
make the decision.

MARYMOUNT'S RUN INSPIRING
Although it ended with a disappointing loss
to UNLV, the "W-ission" undertaken by the
Loyola Marymount basketball team in memory of their fallen teammate Hank Gathers
commands comment. In a day when college
basketball is so closely scrutinized for recruiting violations, illegal monies and drugs, the
closeness and desire displayed by the Lions
transcends the bo}'l> gam!! they play.
Two weeks before. the NCAA tournament
began, Hank Gathers died of a heart muscle
condition shortly after shooting a freethrow
during a Marymount game. The team, under
the leadership of Gathers' good friend and
teammate Bo Kimble, decided to accept the
NCAA Toumey bid and dedic~
their efforts to Gathers' memory. It was an emotional and classy move of the kind seldom seen in
a sport which concerns itself more with the
money it can generate than with the type of
people it produces.

WHAT ELSE IS GOING ON
At this point, no news is good news with
the North Stars move. There are currently
three groups interested, and the league has
made it clear that it wants to keep the team in
Minnesota (I wonder if they know how· clear
Minnesotans have made it that they want Lou
Nanne moved- out of the hemisphere) ...
The Timberwolves are already guaranteed
to set an attendance record this year (based on
their advance sales for the remaining home
games). By their own doing, next year's attendance will be limited by the size of the
Wolves new arena; however, the Wolves
should sell out every game because only
3,000 - 5,000 tickets will be available for
each home game ...
The baseball lockout was fmally settled,
apparently in the favor of the players. The
quality of play will undoubtedley suffer, as
will the fans, for the first month of the season
due to the shortened Spring training. The operative question is who really cares? ...
Although the issue will be well-~ttled by
the time this writing is p ublished,
GOOOOOOOOO REBELS!

8 ook Rey iew.
By Katherine Neville
The Eight
598 pp. New York:
Ballantine Books. $5.95
This novel is Katherine.Neville's first, and
not an unremarkable one at that. It is full of
the expected holes a novice to this ente.Iprise
often experiences. For all the intricacies Neville creates in her plot construction she falls
down in the area of dialogue and even in the
narrative where her lack of experience is evident. However, the level of sophistication in
the plot eonstructicm.sg.ggests ~ Neville ~ a
novelis-t ID watch and may one day achieve
the premature comparison some readers have
made between herself and Umberto Eco, the
author of Foucault's Pendulum.
This novel has also been favombly remarked on by feminists because the ~
figure, Catherine Velis, is somewhat of a renaissance woman whose wit and abilities fust
entrap he:r in the action and then allow her to
emerge, predictably, triumphant and with ''her
man.,. Some readers have suggested that this
novel is simply a 90's woman's Ha:daqu.in
Romance where itie woman is not let to lmguish on her bed with bon-bons and a chin
strap but must take an active role in the romantic pmsuit.
The novel's action is centered. on the pw:suic of. a eh~ se-i,_ the Mont_gl:ane Chess Secvice.
w~ given to Charlemagne by ihe
Moors. The service'~ l_egend is that once the
set is brought together, that person w.bo brings
the set togetliei will posses_s the mythical
powers of the board. The beard is reported to
possess secrets of the universe which Neville
explores through historical figures like the alchemists in pursuit of a chemical reaction
which would turn lead to gold. However, Neville never really explains for the reader just
what powers this board possesses.
The action of ~ novel is split in time between two sets of pursuers. In the present,
1972, Catherine Velis leads the modem cast
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while Mireille de Remy leads Catherine's
pr«iecessors in 1790, revolutionary .Erance.
Essentially, Neville tlevelops chancters
whose pursuits ,run parallel in the physical
structme of the novel yet diverge in time.
Catherine picks up where Mereille left off after the pieces are scattered about the globe by
nuns who have been guardians over the ser-'
vice for centuries. Each of the figures in the
pursuit represents a piece of the chessboard
and as the novel unfolds, each takes their
place as a piece in this la!:ger game of chess
Similar to the board game, the object is to
ca_ptnre the actual pieces while attempting to
eliminate the king. In this case the white
king, whose forces on the board represent
what the evil man would do if the set were
assembled under the white control, is'lhe figure the characters Me attempting te capture;
What makes this novel entertaining is that
Nevill~. a chess player herself. has situaled
the characters such that when one narrative
move is made, another subtler move is revealed, much like a game of chess.
The interest of this novel is not confined to
chess enthusiasts. Neville does an excellent
job of telling a complex, though often times
tiresomely coincidental, tale of intrigue. A
great Illllily-historical persons and philosophical ideas; Pythagoras, Catherine the Great,
Napoleon, and the Masons to name a few, are
brought into the fray. Neville ties these historical loose ends together in a delightful
Cfordian Knot under- the guise of collecting
this SCJVice. Nevffie'_g strangest use of.hisrqrical figure~ are those who were alive and active during the French Revolution. In fact,
1lie- .reader will see an llflforgettable part:rai.t
of Jean Paul MaraL This novel bolds intrigue,
intelligence, and suspension of dis.belief for
the reader; however, it makes excellent entertainment reading and provides an interesting
perspective on the hero'-5 adventure as experienced by a woman.

